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Abstract. We study strong compactly aligned product systems of ZN
+ over a C*-

algebra A. We provide a description of their Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra in terms
of tractable relations coming from ideals of A. This approach encompasses product
systems where the left action is given by compacts, as well as a wide class of higher
rank graphs (beyond row-finite).

Moreover we analyze higher rank factorial languages and their C*-algebras. Many
of the rank one results in the literature find here their higher rank analogues. In
particular, we show that the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra of a sofic language coincides
with the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of its unlabeled follower set graph. However there
are also differences. For example, the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner can lie in-between the first
quantization and its quotient by the compactly supported operators.

1. Introduction

1.1. Rank one initiative. A major trend in Operator Theory is the examination of
geometric structures through Hilbertian operators. The aim is to achieve a rigid rep-
resentation so that properties of the underlying structure have equivalent C*-algebraic
formulations. This idea goes back to the work of Murray and von Neumann. Since
then, a rich theory has been developed for group actions on C*-algebras. Furthermore,
in the past 20 years there has been a growing interest in understanding semigroup
actions, taking motivation from the well known Cuntz algebras.

It is instructive to highlight the directed graphs case in this endeavour. Every vertex
in a directed graph has a set of edges that it receives. The Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger
algebra generated by the Fock operators provides an effective model to encode this
behaviour. However the set of received edges should also relate to some vertex and the
Fock operators do not reflect this additional information. One can always quotient out
the corresponding relations. But the aim is to find an appropriate quotient that still
preserves a faithful copy of the vertices, and thus the relationships between vertices and
edges are not lost. Cuntz and Krieger [9] achieved this initially for 0-1 matrices with no
non-zero rows or columns. Their seminal work was pushed forward in a series of papers
by the Australian School and graph C*-algebras reached their final form in [4, 49].
This representation is quite rigid. For example Bates-Hong-Raeburn-Szymanski [4]
established a correspondence between the gauge-invariant ideals of the Cuntz-Krieger
algebra and the hereditary and saturated vertex sets.
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Graph C*-algebras fall in the general class of Pimsner algebras coming from a C*-
correspondence, introduced by Pimsner [44]. By now there is a well developed theory
that unifies effectively Cuntz-type C*-algebras arising from many examples of trans-
formations in discrete time. One of the main tools for verifying faithfulness of their
representations is the Gauge Invariant Uniqueness Theorems (GIUT). This type of re-
sult is motivated by GIUT for C*-crossed products of abelian groups and was pioneered
by an Huef and Raeburn [2] for Z+. Essentially, it shows faithfulness of representations
of the Cuntz-type C*-algebra from faithfulness of the coefficients, as long as they ad-
mit a gauge action. Pimsner [44] assumptions were subsequently removed by Fowler,
Muhly and Raeburn [20, 21], and finally Katsura [30] proved a GIUT in full gener-
ality. The key idea in [30] is to realize the ideals of solutions for certain polynomial
equations, as exhibited in [23].

1.2. Higher rank impetus. In the meantime, Fowler [19] pushed further the theory
of Pimsner to encounter semigroups of C*-correspondences. In a loose sense a product
system X over a semigroup P is a family of C*-correspondences {Xp | p ∈ P} over the
same C*-algebra A such that an associative multiplication identifies Xpq with Xp⊗AXq

(and hence takes into consideration the semigroup structure). C*-correspondences and
product systems over Z+ are essentially the same; but product systems are not just an
artifact for generalizations. Earlier versions had been examined by Robertson-Steger
[50, 51] for operator algebras related to buildings. They are the higher rank analogues
of Cuntz-Krieger algebras and form the cornerstone of the higher rank analysis. Two
necessary restrictions are identified by Fowler [19] to get a tractable model. First
there must be an alignment of compacts that re-captures the semigroup quasi-lattice
order structure. Secondly this has to be reflected through Nica’s representations [43]
so as to induce universality of the Fock representation. For example, Nica-covariant
representations of ZN+ are by doubly commuting isometries instead of just commuting.

Kumjian-Pask [33, 34] extended the theory of Cuntz-Kreiger algebras to row-finite
sourceless higher rank graphs. In their breakthrough work, Raeburn, Sims and Yeend
[46, 47, 48] established the theory for the entire class of finitely aligned higher rank
graphs. Higher rank operator algebras have been henceforth studied in depth by
various authors, e.g. Davidson-Yang [11], Deaconu-Kumjian-Pask-Sims [12], Evans
[16], Farthing-Muhly-Yeend, [18], Hopenwasser [22], Kribs-Power [32] and Popescu-
Zacharias [45]. In particular, Yeend [54] established the GIUT for higher rank topo-
logical graphs, a class that includes both higher rank graphs and ZN+ -actions on commu-
tative C*-algebras, and Davidson-Fuller-Kakariadis [10, Section 4] proved the GIUT
for any C*-dynamical system using a tail-adding technique.

Sims-Yeend [53] initiated the study of Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner relations with the aim
of producing a higher rank analogue of Pimsner algebras and covers very general semi-
groups (and all ZN+ -product systems). Later Carlsen-Larsen-Sims-Vittadello [7] estab-
lished an effective theory that produces co-universal Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras. In
contrast to the Z+-case, the description of the covariant representations is tied to the
specific representation on the augmented Fock space. These covariant representations
are characterized by equalities on finite subsets of the semigroup rather than just on A.
This is not a surprise since in general a semigroup can be too pathological compared
to Z+. The problem is that, not just A, but also the compacts KXp act on each Xq.
One then has to deal with the combinatorics involved with their injective part, and the
augmented Fock representation accounts for all possible mixings.
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A second point of comparison is that Katsura’s approach [30] allowed for the further
exploitation of C*-correspondences. This includes the C*-envelope, adding tails, min-
imal extensions and stability of shift relations studied respectively by Katsoulis-Kribs
[28], Muhly-Tomforde [42], Muhly-Solel [40, 41] and Muhly-Pask-Tomforde [39], and
by the second author with Katsoulis [25, 26]. Katsura’s ideal and the simple algebraic
formulation of covariant representations in terms of A has been proven essential to get
these results. Compared to the Z+-case, there is a lack of similar higher rank develop-
ments. The necessary, yet complex, augmented Fock space formulation seems to be an
obstruction to this end.

At this point the theory seems to be amenable when focusing on specific sub-classes.
Sims-Yeend [53] have provided a characterization of the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra in
terms of A when X is a regular product system. The covariant representations just need
to be Katsura-covariant fiber-wise in this case. Likewise a description of the covariant
representations is achieved for Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras of C*-dynamical systems
in [10] without a reference to the augmented Fock space. In both [53, 10] the action
of A is by compacts and the question is whether a handy description can be achieved
at least at that level.

1.3. Main goal. In the current paper we do more than that. We consider the class of
strong compactly aligned product systems over ZN+ , i.e., X = {Xn}n∈ZN+ is a compactly

aligned product system over A such that

(1.1) KXn ⊗ idXi
⊆ K(Xn ⊗A Xi) whenever n ⊥ i,

(see Definition 2.2). No other conditions are imposed on the left actions of A. This
class includes examples where all actions of A are by compacts, e.g. regular product
systems, C*-dynamical systems and row-finite graphs, but goes well beyond that point.
For example, the product system of a higher rank graph is strongly compactly aligned
if and only if for every edge there are finitely many edges of perpendicular colour
with non-void minimal common extension set (Section 8). Mainly we undertake the
following task:

Task. Describe the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner relations in terms of ideals in A when
condition (1.1) is satisfied.

Our motivation is to unlock the algebraic aspects of the GIUT for this class and pave
the way for subsequent developments, in parallel to the rank one achievements. We
outline a series of questions in Section 10 to be pursued in the future.

1.4. Structure of the paper. Apart from Section 2 on preliminaries and Section 10
on future directions, the paper is split in three parts. In Sections 3–5 we give the
description of the CNP-relations. Sections 6–8 concern connections with the literature.
In Section 9 we apply our results to a new class of C*-algebras arising from factorial
languages. We proceed to the discussion of our results. The reader is addressed to
Section 2.1 for notation on ZN+ that we will be using.

1.5. Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner-relations. Henceforth let X = {Xn | n ∈ ZN+} be a
strong compactly aligned product system over A. The ideals we use are parametrized
over subsets {1, . . . , N}. For every such F ⊆ {1, . . . , N} first set

(1.2) JF := (
⋂
i∈F

kerφi)
⊥ ∩ (

⋂
n≤(1,...,1)

φn(KXn)−1),
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and then isolate the maximal F⊥-invariant sub-ideals therein, i.e.,

(1.3) IF := {a ∈ JF | 〈Xm, aXm〉 ∈ JF for all m with m ⊥ F}.

To fix notation, if (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X then (π, tn) is the
representation for each component Xn where t0 := π, and we write ψn for the induced
representation on KXn. We define the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner representations (CNP)
through the alternating sums condition

(1.4)
∑
{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | n ≤ 1F} = 0 for all a ∈ IF ,

where |n| =
∑

i ni and 1F =
∑

i∈F i. It is instructive to compare this with the aug-
mented Fock space description of Sims-Yeend [53], and we do this in Section 5.1. Recall
that a representation (π, t) of X admits a gauge action if there is a strongly continuous
group action β : TN → Aut(C∗(π, t)) such that βz(tn(ξ)) = zntn(ξ) for all ξ ∈ Xn and
n ∈ ZN+ . The GIUT then reads as follows.

Theorem 4.1. (ZN+ -GIUT) Let (π, t) be a CNP-representation of a strong compactly
aligned ZN+ -product system X. Then it defines a faithful representation on NO(X) if
and only if π is injective and (π, t) admits a gauge action.

Our approach is independent from [7]; in fact this form of the GIUT is required
to identify the the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra here with that of [7, 53] through
co-universality. For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we follow a Gauge-Invariant-Uniqueness-
Principle. First set

(1.5) B−F := span{ψn(kn) | kn ∈ KXn, 0 6= suppn ⊆ F} for ∅ 6= F ⊆ {1, . . . , N},

and follow the steps:

(i) Solve the polynomial equations π(a) ∈ B−F for injective π;
(ii) Define IF as the ideal of their solutions;

(iii) Define NO(X) with respect to the (π, t) for which π(a) ∈ B−F when a ∈ IF ;
(iv) Establish such a (π, t) that is faithful on A and admits a gauge action.

Then a standard argument using the conditional expectation should yield a GIUT.
This scheme may be transferable to other settings that satisfy the higher rank axioms,
without necessarily using the product systems language. e.g., as in [10].

Step (i) for strong compactly aligned product systems is tackled in Section 3. The
GIUT follows in Section 4 by a technique introduced in [23], modulo the faithful
embedding A ↪→ NO(X). The latter is given in Section 5 where we verify that the
CNP-representations of Sims-Yeend [53] initially form a subclass of representations of
NO(X). Then the GIUT for NO(X) gives that the Sims–Yeend CNP-representations
of [53] actually coincide with the ones herein (see Theorem 5.2). We note that we use
the augmented Fock representation only for step (ii), and that all of our arguments are
independent from [7].

Our approach gives the ideal of CNP-relations as an algebraic sum of ideals indexed
by the subsets F (see Proposition 5.5). As NO(X) is the quotient of the Fock space
representation by this ideal, we henceforth free the CNP-representations from the aug-
mented Fock space description. This description triggers a second point of interaction
with [7]. In this impressive work the authors first explore a C*-algebra NOrX that
is co-universal with respect to the GIUT. To do so the authors use the theory of Fell
bundles of Exel [17] and co-actions, and identify NO(X)r with NO(X) in many cases,
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including ZN+ . Here we can avoid the machinery of [7, 17] and instead rely on the alge-
braic formulation of the CNP-relations to obtain co-universality of NO(X) for strong
compactly aligned product systems (see Corollary 5.6).

1.6. Connections with literature. We already commented on that NO(X) coin-
cides with NOX of [7, 53]. As further applications, we use three motivating ex-
amples to showcase our approach: regular product systems, higher rank graphs and
C*-dynamical systems. In Section 6 we show that NO(X) coincides with OX of [19]
when X is regular, and that it suffices to check the covariance relations just on the
generating fibers. In Section 7 we present the connection with NO(A,α) of a C*-
dynamical system α : ZN+ → End(A) studied in [10, 24]. In this case all left actions
are by compacts and fall automatically in our setting so that NO(X) fits in NO(A,α).
As shown in [10], if α is by injective endomorphisms then NO(A,α) coincides with the
C*-crossed product of the minimal automorphic extension of α. In particular, in this
case NO(A,α) is NOX , and recaptures the surjective ∗-commuting maps considered
by Afsar-an Huef-Raeburn [1]. In Section 8 we characterize strong compact alignment
for product systems arising from higher rank graphs. To allow comparisons, in Example
8.3 we give a finitely aligned graph that does not fit in this class. The F⊥-invariance
of IF is translated to F -tracing vertices and we verify that the CNP-representations
coincide with the Cuntz-Krieger Λ-families of [48].

1.7. Applications to Factorial Languages. In Section 9 we introduce product sys-
tems of higher rank factorial languages (FL) to which we apply our results. An FL may
be seen as the language of parallel performing automata; so apart from forbidden words
within each automaton we may have forbidden entangled operations. C*-algebras of
rank one factorial languages had been introduced by Matsumoto [37]. Recently the
second author with Shalit [27] and with Barrett [3] studied their Pimsner algebras.
Let us review some of the related results, to allow comparisons. A rank one factorial
language Λ∗ is a subset of the free semigroup Fd+ on d generators such that if a word
µ ∈ Λ∗ then every subword of µ is also in Λ∗. The basic example is the language of a
subshift. In [27, 3] it has been shown that there is a dynamical system, namely the
quantized dynamics, which coincides with the follower set graph when Λ∗ is sofic. In
addition, the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(Λ∗) is either Matsumoto’s first quantization
C∗(T ) or the quotient by the compacts. This dichotomy depends on whether for every
generator k ∈ [d] there is a word µk such that µkk /∈ Λ∗.

Most of the structural data pass to the higher rank context naturally, along the
same lines of [36, 27, 3]. For example there is an analogue of a subshift construction
and follower set graphs, and soficity amounts to the follower set graph having finitely
many vertices. As in [27], one can naturally associate a product system and similar
algebras to a higher-rank FL. In Theorem 9.23 we prove that NO(Λ∗) coincides with
the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the ambient unlabeled follower set (higher rank) graph.
This result is in analogy with that of Carlsen [6] and [27] in the single variable case.
However, there are several important differences:

(a) With respect to [6] we do not use the Krieger cover on truncated points of a
subshift or impose any condition on the subshifts. Our approach follows [27, 52]
where we work directly with the factorial language.

(b) Instead of cutting with compacts [27], here we have to consider the quotient by
operators that are “compactly supported” on one or more directions.
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(c) The ideals are no longer characterized in terms of forbidden words, so that a
dichotomy as in [27] fails in general for IF , unless F = [N ] (see Example 9.18 and
Proposition 9.17).

In Corollaries 9.19 and 9.20 we show exactly when NO(Λ∗) can be one of the extreme
cases, i.e., when it coincides with the first quantization or with the quotient by the
compactly supported operators. But it can also be many quotients “in-between”. In
Corollary 9.21 we show that a factorial language is a product of rank one languages
if and only if there is a canonical ∗-isomorphism identifying NO(Λ∗) with the tensor
product of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras of its rank one languages. This scheme can provide
examples that are “in-between” quotients.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Notation. We use the notation [N ] := {1, 2, . . . , N} and Z+ = {0, 1, . . . }. The
free generators of ZN+ for N <∞ will be denoted by 1, . . . ,N. We write

|n| ≡ |
∑
{nii | i ∈ [N ]}| :=

∑
i∈[N ]

ni

for the length of n. For ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] := {1, . . . , N} we write

1F =
∑
{i | i ∈ F} and 1 ≡ 1[N ] = (1, . . . , 1).

We consider the lattice structure in ZN+ given by

n ∨m := (max{ni,mi})Ni=1 and n ∧m := (min{ni,mi})Ni=1.

We denote the support of n by suppn := {i ∈ [N ] | ni 6= 0} and we write

n ⊥ m if and only if suppn
⋂

suppm = ∅.

Thus n ⊥ F means that suppn
⋂
F = ∅. We will be making use of the alternating

sums, i.e., ∑
{(−1)|n| | n ≤ 1F} = 0 for all ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ].

2.2. C*-correspondences. The reader should be well acquainted with the general
theory of Hilbert modules and C*-correspondences. For example, one may consult
[30] and [35] which we follow for terminology. Here we just wish to fix notation.

A C*-correspondence X over A is a right Hilbert module over A with a left action
given by a ∗-homomorphism φX : A→ LX. We write LX and KX for the adjointable
operators and the compact operators of X, respectively. It is accustomed to denote
the “rank one compact operators” ζ 7→ ξ 〈η, ζ〉 by θXξ,η. We will write aξ for φX(a)ξ
when it is clear from the context which left action we use.

The C*-correspondence X is called non-degenerate/injective if φX is non-degenera-
te/injective. If φX is injective and φX(A) ⊆ KX then we say that X is regular. For two
C*-correspondences X, Y over the same A we write X ⊗A Y for the stabilized tensor
product over A. Moreover we say that X is unitarily equivalent to Y if there is a
surjective adjointable U ∈ L(X, Y ) such that 〈Uξ, Uη〉 = 〈ξ, η〉 and U(aξb) = aU(ξ)b
for all ξ, η ∈ X and a, b ∈ A; in this case we write X ' Y .

There are two key results for C*-correspondences that we will be using throughout
the paper. First for every ξ ∈ X there exists an η ∈ X such that

(2.1) ξ = ηa for a = 〈ξ, ξ〉1/2 .
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For a reference see [35, Lemma 4.4]. Secondly for an ideal I ⊆ A and a k ∈ KX we
have the equivalence:

(2.2) 〈ξ, kη〉 ∈ I for all ξ, η ∈ X if and only if k ∈ K(XI).

For a reference see [21, Lemma 2.6] or [30, Lemma 1.6].
A representation (π, t) of a C*-correspondence is a left module map that preserves

the inner product. Then (π, t) is automatically a bimodule map. Moreover there exists
a ∗-homomorphism ψ on KX such that

ψ(θXξ,η) = t(ξ)t(η)∗ for all θXξ,η ∈ KX.
If π is injective then so is ψ. A representation (π, t) is said to admit a gauge action
β : T→ Aut(C∗(π, t)) if {βz}z∈T is pointwise continuous and

βz(π(a)) = π(a) for all a ∈ A and βz(t(ξ)) = zt(ξ) for all ξ ∈ X.
The Toeplitz-Pimsner algebra TX is the universal C*-algebra with respect to the

representations of X. The Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX is the universal C*-algebra with
respect to the covariant representations of X. More precisely, we say that (π, t) is
covariant if

π(a) = ψ(φX(a)) for all a ∈ JX ,
where the ideal JX := kerφX ∩ φ−1(KX) is the largest ideal on which the restriction
of φX is injective with image into the compacts.

The Gauge Invariant Uniqueness Theorem (GIUT) was initiated by an Huef and
Raeburn for Cuntz-Krieger algebras [2]. Various generalizations were given by Do-
plicher, Pinzari and Zuccante [13], Fowler, Muhly and Raeburn [21], and Fowler and
Raeburn [20]. A fully general version for the GIUT of OX was eventually proven by
Katsura [30]. In fact, in [23] it is shown that OX is co-universal in the sense that
any gauge invariant quotient of TX surjects to OX as long as it is injective on the
coefficients.

Theorem 2.1 (Z+-GIUT). Let X be a C*-correspondence over A. Then a pair (π, t)
defines a faithful representation of the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX if and only if (π, t)
admits a gauge action and π is injective.

2.3. Product systems. Fix a set {Xi | i ∈ [N ]} of C*-correspondences over A, one
for each generator of ZN+ . A product system X is a family {Xn : n ∈ ZN+} of C*-
correspondences over A such that

X0 = A and X⊗n1
i1
⊗A · · · ⊗A X⊗nkik

' Xn whenever n =
∑

njij and n1 6= 0.

We require n1 6= 0 so that these equivalences do not force non-degeneracy of the
fibers. Consequently X comes with a family of associative rules in the form of unitary
equivalences

un,m : Xn ⊗A Xm → Xn+m.

We will suppress the use of the un,m as much as possible by writing ξnξm ∈ Xn+m for
the element un,m(ξn ⊗ ξm). Along with the system we have some canonical operations
that respect these equivalences. To this end we define the maps

in+m
n : LXn → LXn+m such that in+m

n (S) = un,m(S ⊗ idXm)u∗n,m.

It is clear that in+m+x
n+m in+m

n = in+m+x
n and thus in+m

n (φn(a)) = φn+m(a). Following
Fowler’s work [19], a product system is called compactly aligned if it has the property:

in∨mn (S)in∨mm (T ) ∈ KXn∨m whenever S ∈ KXn, T ∈ KXm.
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For convenience we shall write

S ∨ T := in∨mn (S)in∨mm (T ) for S ∈ LXn, T ∈ LXm.

2.4. Strong compactly aligned product systems. In the current paper we consider
product systems that satisfy a stronger property.

Definition 2.2. A compactly aligned product system X is called strong compactly
aligned if in+i

n (KXn) ⊆ KXn+i whenever n ⊥ i.

Example 2.3. If φi(A) ⊆ KXi for all i ∈ [N ], then k ⊗ idXj
∈ KXi+j for all k ∈ KXi

and j ∈ [N ] by [35, Proposition 4.7]. Inductively, all actions φn are by compacts
and [35, Proposition 4.7] yields that the product system is strong compactly aligned.
We will later establish through Proposition 8.1 that many higher rank graphs can be
constructed so that their associated product system is strong compactly aligned without
satisfying φi(A) ⊆ KXi for all i ∈ [N ]. However there are limitations and Example 8.3
refers to a compactly aligned product systems that is not strong compactly aligned.

Every KXi admits a contractive approximate identity (c.a.i.) (ki,λi)λi∈Λi
. We con-

sider the directed set Λ1 × · · · × ΛN with the product order and set ki,λ = ki,λi . Then
(ki,λ) is a subnet of (ki,λi). Henceforth we omit the vector form for the indices and fix
the systems of nets

(ki,λ)λ∈Λ over the directed set Λ = Λ1 × · · · × ΛN.

Fix a subset F ⊆ [N ]. By applying on elementary tensors we can verify that if i ∈ F
then i

1F
i (ki,λ) converges to the identity of LX1F

in the strict topology. Therefore so
does the net

(2.3) eF,λ :=
∏
{i1Fi (ki,λ) | i ∈ F}.

Consequently, if n ∈ ZN+ with suppn ⊇ F then we have

(2.4) ‖·‖ - lim
λ
in1F (eF,λ) · kn = kn for all kn ∈ KXn.

The product defining eF,λ is taken in the order inherited by 1 < 2 < · · · < N . How-
ever by considering different decompositions for the elementary tensors, it follows that
equation (2.4) holds for any order.

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system. Fix F ⊆ [N ]
and 0 6= n ∈ ZN+ , and set m = n∨ 1F . Then for the eF,λ of equation (2.3) we have that

‖·‖ - lim
λ
im1F (eF,λ) · imn (kn) = imn (kn) for all kn ∈ KXn.

In particular, it follows that imn (kn) ∈ KXm for all kn ∈ KXn.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume that F = {1, . . . , q} and set x = 1 + · · ·+ q.
Then

eF,λ = ix1(k1,λ) · · · ixq(kq,λ)

for the approximate identities (ki,λ) in KXi. Suppose that suppn = {r, . . . , s} and fix
kn ∈ KXn. If q ∈ suppn then the comments preceding the statement show that

‖·‖ - lim
λ
inq(kq,λ)kn = kn

and therefore applying imn for m = n ∨ 1F yields

‖·‖ - lim
λ
imq (kq,λ)i

m
n (kn) = imn (kn).
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If q /∈ suppn then in+q
n (kn) is in KXn+q as X is strong compactly aligned. Thus by

the comments preceding the statement we have that

‖·‖ - lim
λ
in+q
q (kq,λ)i

n+q
n (kn) = in+q

n (kn)

and therefore applying imn+q yields

‖·‖ - lim
λ
imq (kq,λ)i

m
n (kn) = imn (kn).

Proceeding inductively we conclude that

‖·‖ - lim
λ
im1F (eF,λ)i

m
n (kn) = ‖·‖ - lim

λ
im1 (k1,λ) · · · imq (kq,λ)i

m
n (kn) = imn (kn)

which completes the proof of the first part. For the second part we have that

m = n+
∑
{i | 1 ≤ i < min{q, r}}.

As X is strong compactly aligned, we get

in+i
n (kn) ∈ KXn+i for all 1 ≤ i < min{q, r},

and inductively it follows that imn (kn) ∈ KXm.

2.5. Representations. Let us set the terminology for Nica-Pimsner algebras of prod-
uct systems, and define the ideals that give rise to our Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner relations.

Definition 2.5. A Nica-covariant representation (π, t) of a product system X = {Xn |
n ∈ ZN+} consists of a family of representations (π, tn) of Xn that satisfy the associative
rule:

tn+m(ξnξm) = tn(ξn)tm(ξm)

and the Nica-covariance:

ψn(S)ψm(T ) = ψn∨m(S ∨ T ) whenever S ∈ KXn, T ∈ KXm.

The Toeplitz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NT (X) is the universal C*-algebra generated by
A and X with respect to the representations of X. We write π × t for the induced
representation of a Nica-covariant pair (π, t).

Remark 2.6. The Fock space provides an essential example of a Nica-covariant rep-
resentation. In short let F(X) =

∑ ⊕{Xm | m ∈ ZN+}. For a ∈ A and ξn ∈ Xn

define
σ(a)ξm = φm(a)ξm and s(ξn)ξm = ξnξm

for all ξm ∈ Xm. Then (σ, s) is Nica-covariant and it is called the Fock representation
of X [19]. By taking the compression at the (0, 0)-entry we see that σ, and thus each
sn, is injective.

Now we want to explore a specific subclass of representations. For a finite ∅ 6= F ⊆
[N ] we form the ideal

JF = (
⋂
i∈F

kerφi)
⊥ ∩ (

⋂
{φ−1

n (KXn) | n ≤ 1})

with the understanding that φ0 = idA. In particular when X is strong compactly
aligned, we have that⋂

{φ−1
n (KXn) | n ≤ 1} =

⋂
{φ−1

i (KXi) | i ∈ [N ]}.

Furthermore we define the ideal

IF := {a ∈ JF | 〈Xm, aXm〉 ⊆ JF for all m ⊥ F}.
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The next proposition shows that IF is the biggest ideal in JF that remains invariant
under the “action” of F⊥.

Proposition 2.7. Let X be a product system. If a ∈ IF then 〈Xm, aXm〉 ⊆ IF for all
m ⊥ F .

Proof. Let b = 〈ξm, aηm〉 for a ∈ IF and m ⊥ F . Then b ∈ JF as a ∈ IF . Now let
n ⊥ F . Then for ξn, ηn ∈ Xn we compute

〈ξn, bηn〉 = 〈ξn, 〈ξm, aηm〉 ηn〉 = 〈un,m(ξn ⊗ ξm), un,m(aηn ⊗ ηm)〉 = 〈ξmξn, aηmηn〉 .

Since m + n ⊥ F and a ∈ IF we also get that 〈ξn, bηn〉 ∈ JF , which completes the
proof.

Definition 2.8. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system. A representa-
tion (π, t) of X is called Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner (or a CNP-representation) if it satisfies∑

{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | n ≤ 1F} = 0 for all a ∈ IF ,

where ψ0(φ0(a)) = π(a). The Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NO(X) is the universal
C*-algebra with respect to the CNP-representations.

In the following sections we will make precise that the CNP-representations above
coincide with the ones introduced by Sims-Yeend [53] when X is strong compactly
aligned. As a consequence the universal Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra will coincide
with that considered in [7, 53].

Examples 2.9. We use the following three motivating examples of strong compactly
aligned product systems:

(i) If every Xi is regular then each Xn is so. In this case we have that JF =
A and therefore trivially IF = A. In Section 6 we will show that the CNP-
representations are in bijection with (π, t) such that each (π, tn) is covariant for
Xn in the sense of Katsura. Thus NO(X) coincides with OX defined in [19].

(ii) Regular product systems encode a number of constructions such as the higher
rank row-finite graphs without sources of [47]. In Section 8 we give a full descrip-
tion of the higher rank graphs that produce strong compactly aligned product
systems (that may or may not have sources). Moreover we show in this case what
is the form of the JF and the IF .

(iii) In Section 7 we show how we can associate a product system to a semigroup
action α : ZN+ → End(A). The ideals IF are then given by

IF =
⋂
n⊥F

α−1
n

((⋂
i∈F

kerαi

)⊥)
.

Nica-Pimsner algebras related to this object were considered in [10, Section 4]
and we will show later how they connect with the work herein.

2.6. The cores of the representations. Given a Nica-covariant representation (π, t)
and m,m′ ∈ ZN+ we write

B[m,m+m′] := span{ψn(kn) | kn ∈ KXn,m ≤ n ≤ m+m′}

and

B(m,m+m′] := span{ψn(kn) | kn ∈ KXn,m < n ≤ m+m′}.
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It is not hard to see that these ∗-algebras are closed in C∗(π, t), e.g. [7, Lemma 36].
Moreover we write

B[m,∞] := span{ψn(kn) | kn ∈ KXn,m ≤ n}
and

B(m,∞] := span{ψn(kn) | kn ∈ KXn,m < n}.
We refer to these sets as the cores of the representation (π, t). It follows from the work
of Fowler [19, Proposition 5.10] that if (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of a
compactly aligned product system X then

(2.5) tm(Xm)∗tn(Xn) ⊆ tn′(Xn′)tm′(Xm′)∗

for n′ = −n + n ∨m and m′ = −m + n ∨m. This imposes that the cores are stable
under multiplying by elements on orthogonal support, i.e.,

(2.6) tn(Xn)∗ · B[m,m+m′] · tn(Xn) ⊆ B[m,m+m′] for all n ⊥ m+m′.

A Nica-covariant representation (π, t) admits a gauge action if there is a point-norm
continuous family of ∗-automorphisms {βz}z∈TN such that

βz(tn(ξn)) = zn tn(ξn) for all ξn ∈ Xn and βz(π(a)) = π(a) for all a ∈ A.
In this case B[0,∞] is the fixed point algebra of C∗(π, t). By universality both NT (X)
and NO(X) admit a gauge action.

3. Solving polynomial equations

In this section we show how the ideals IF arise as solutions of polynomial equations.
Given a Nica-covariant representation (π, t) of X, we use the system of c.a.i. (ki,λ) for
KXi to define the projections

(3.1) pi,λ := ψi(ki,λ) and pi := w*- lim
λ
pi,λ.

The next remark is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4.

Proposition 3.1. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system over A. Suppose
that (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X. Let pi,λ and pi as defined in equation
(3.1) and fix ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]. Then

‖·‖ - lim
λ
ψn(kn)

∏
i∈F

pi,λ = ψn(kn)
∏
i∈F

pi for all kn ∈ KXn.

Proof. Recall the definition of the eF,λ from equation (2.3). By Nica covariance we
have that ψn(kn)

∏
i∈F pi,λ = ψm(kn ∨ eF,λ) for m = n∨ 1F . But Proposition 2.4 yields

that
‖·‖ - lim

λ
kn ∨ eF,λ = ‖·‖ - lim

λ
imn (kn) · im1F (eF,λ) = imn (kn).

Therefore the net (ψn(kn)
∏

i∈F pi,λ)λ converges in norm to ψm(imn (kn)). This means
that its w*-limit ψn(kn)

∏
i∈F pi is also the norm limit.

From now on we fix a Nica-covariant representation (π, t) so that π is injective. In
order to obtain the GIUT we will have to solve equations of the form

(3.2) π(a) ∈ B(0,m·1F ] for F ⊆ [N ],m ∈ Z+.

Due to the cores structure, an element π(a) satisfies equation (3.2) if and only if there
are kn ∈ KXn such that

(3.3) π(a) +
∑
{ψn(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1F} = 0.
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Our strategy is to show that equation (3.3) implies both that

(3.4) φn(a) ∈ KXn for all n ≤ 1,

and that

(3.5) π(a)
∏
i∈F

(I − pi) = 0,

under the assumption that X is strong compactly aligned. Notice here that when
equation (3.4) is satisfied and [r, s] is any interval inside F then we get

π(a)pr · · · ps = ψn(φn(a)) for n = r + · · ·+ s.

Hence equation (3.5) is rewritten as

(3.6) π(a) +
∑
{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | 0 6= n ≤ 1F} = 0

which gives back (3.3). As the latter is independent of the order we multiplied, the
product in equation (3.5) is the same for any order within F . This line of reasoning
gives that equations (3.4) and (3.5), together, imply equation (3.2).

Proposition 3.2. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system over A. Suppose
that (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X such that π is injective. If π(a)
satisfies

(3.3) π(a) +
∑
{ψn(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ m} = 0

for some m ∈ ZN+ then it satisfies

(3.4) φn(a) ∈ KXn for all 0 6= n ≤ 1.

Proof. By introducing zeros, without loss of generality we may assume that m =
m ·1 = (m, . . . ,m). It suffices to show that φi(a) ∈ KXi for all i ∈ [N ]. By Proposition
3.1 we derive

‖·‖ - lim
λ
π(a)pi,λ = −

∑
{‖·‖ - lim

λ
ψn(kn)pi,λ | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1}

= −
∑
{ψn(kn)pi | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1}.

Thus the w*-limit π(a)pi of the net (π(a)pi,λ)λ coincides with its norm-limit. However
the net (π(a)pi,λ)λ is in ψi(KXi) and thus π(a)pi ∈ ψi(KXi). Let ki ∈ KXi such that
π(a)pi = ψi(ki). Then for every ξi ∈ KXi we have

ti(φi(a)ξi) = π(a)ti(ξi) = π(a)(piti(ξi)) = ψi(ki)t(ξi) = ti(kiξi).

As π, and thus ti, are faithful we have that φi(a) = ki. The discussion preceding
Proposition 2.7 finishes the proof.

Proposition 3.3. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system over A. Suppose
that (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X. If π(a) satisfies

(3.3) π(a) +
∑
{ψn(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ m} = 0

for some m ∈ ZN+ , then it satisfies

(3.5) π(a)
∏
i∈F

(I − pi) = 0 for F = suppm.
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Proof. Without loss of generality assume that F = {1, ..., r}. It suffices to show that

(3.7) ψn(kn)
r∏
i=1

(I − pi) = 0

for every 0 6= n ≤ m. Once this is shown then we can directly verify that

π(a)
r∏
i=1

(I − pi) = −
∑
{ψn(kn)

r∏
i=1

(I − pi) | 0 6= n ≤ m} = 0.

In order to show equation (3.7), set

p :=
r∏
i=1

(I − pi)

and fix a non-zero n ≤ m. By Proposition 2.4, if 1 ∈ suppn then ψn(kn)(I − p1) = 0
and thus ψn(kn)p = 0. Otherwise

ψn(kn)(I − p1) = ψn(kn)− ψn(kn)p1

and the second summand is in ψn+1(KXn+1) by Proposition 3.1. Likewise in the second
step, if 2 ∈ suppn then 2 ∈ supp(n+ 1). Hence

ψn(kn)(I − p2) = 0 and ψn(kn)p1(I − p2) = 0

and so ψn(kn)p = 0. Otherwise we move on to consider

ψn(kn)(I − p1)(I − p2)(I − p3) = ψn(kn)(I − p3) + ψn(kn)p1p2(I − p3)−
− ψn(kn)p1(I − p3)− ψn(kn)p1(I − p3).

Eventually there will be an s ∈ suppn ∩ F that must also be in the support of every
n+

∑l
i=1 i for l ≤ s, giving

ψn(kn)(I − p1) · · · (I − ps) = 0

which completes the proof of the claim.

Proposition 3.4. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system over A. Suppose
that (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X such that π is injective. If π(a) ∈
B(0,m] then a ∈ IF for F = suppm.

Proof. By adding zeros we may assume that m = m · 1F for

m := max{|mi| | i ∈ F}.
By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 we have that φn(a) ∈ KXn for all n ≤ 1 and

π(a)
∏
i∈F

(I − pi) = 0.

Moreover notice that π(b)pi = 0 whenever b ∈ kerφi, so that π(b)(I − pi) = π(b).
Indeed, this is because

π(b)pi = w*- lim
λ
π(b)ψi(ki,λ) = w*- lim

λ
ψi(φi(b)ki,λ) = 0.

Therefore if b ∈
⋂
i∈F kerφi then

0 = π(b)π(a)
∏
i∈F

(I − pi) = π(ba).
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As π is injective we obtain that ba = 0 which implies that a ⊥
⋂
i∈F kerφi. This shows

that a ∈ JF . It remains to show that 〈Xx, aXx〉 ⊆ JF for every x ⊥ F . Recall that
equation (3.5) can now be written as

π(a) +
∑
{(−1)|n|ψn(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ 1F} = 0

for kn = φn(a), so that π(a) ∈ B(0,1F ]. However, as n ≤ 1F then n ⊥ x, and equation
(2.6) yields

tx(Xx)
∗ψn(KXn)tx(Xx) ⊆ ψn(KXn).

Therefore, for ξx, ηx ∈ Xx, we get that

π(〈ξx, aηx〉) = tx(ξx)
∗π(a)tx(ηx) ∈ B(0,1F ].

Then the first part of the proof gives that 〈ξx, aηx〉 ∈ JF , which completes the proof.

Remark 3.5. The essential part for Proposition 3.4 is to argue that, for appropriate
f ∈ C∗(π, t), the w*-limit of nets (fpi,λ)λ is in fact a norm-limit. Solving polynomial
equations becomes easier if the (pi,λ)λ already converges in norm to pi. This is the case
for a large number of higher rank examples; in particular when every KXi has a unit.

4. The Gauge Invariant Uniqueness Theorem

The Gauge Invariant Uniqueness Theorem (GIUT) requires that A embeds isomet-
rically in NO(X). We defer this for Section 5 and proceed now to the proof of the
GIUT, in order to emphasize the value of the solution ideals IF .

Theorem 4.1 (ZN+ -GIUT). Let (π, t) be a CNP-representation of a strongly compactly
aligned product system X. Then π × t defines a faithful representation on NO(X) if
and only if π is injective and (π, t) admits a gauge action.

Proof. The forward implication is derived by universality of NO(X) and Section 5.
For the converse let Φu be the universal representation of NO(X) and set πu = Φu|A
and tu = Φu|X . Since A embeds in NO(X) the pair (πu, tu) is isometric. Suppose that
π × t satisfies the hypothesis but it is not faithful. To make a distinction we use B
for the cores of (πu, tu) and B for the cores of (π, t). By using the gauge action, the
intersection of ker(π × t) with the fixed point algebra is not trivial. As the fixed point
algebra B[0,∞] is an inductive limit, there is an m ∈ Z+ and F ⊆ [N ] such that

ker(π × t)
⋂
B[0,m·1F ] 6= (0).

Therefore there are a ∈ A and kn ∈ KXn such that

f := πu(a) +
∑
{ψu,n(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1F}

is a non-zero element in ker(π × t). Then π(a) ∈ B(0,m·1F ], and Proposition 3.4 yields
that a ∈ IF . Thus

πu(a) = −
∑
{(−1)|n|ψu,n(φn(a)) | 0 6= n ≤ 1F}.

Consequently we may rewrite∑
{ψn(k′n) | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1F} = 0

for

k′n =

{
kn + (−1)|n|+1φn(a) when 0 6= n ≤ 1F ,

kn otherwise.
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Now suppose we write f in an irreducible form, meaning that

π(a) +
∑
{ψn(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1F} = 0

where some of the a, kn are zero and if a kn 6= 0 then ψn(kn) is not in B(n,m·1F ]. Choose
a minimal x ∈ (0,m · 1F ] so that kx 6= 0 and ψx(kx) is not in B(x,m·1F ]. Then for every
ξx, ηx ∈ Xx we still have that

tu,x(ξx)
∗ftu,x(ηx) ∈ ker(π × t)

and therefore

π(a′) +
∑
{ψn(k′′n) | 0 6= n ≤ m · 1F − x} = tx(ξx)

∗(π × t)(f)tx(ηx) = 0

where now a′ = 〈ξx, kxηx〉 and likewise for the appropriate k′′n. Following the previous
arguments we see that a′ ∈ IF and therefore

tx(ξx)
∗ψx(kx)tx(ηx) = π(a′) ∈ B(0,m·1F−x].

Consequently we obtain that

ψx(KXx)ψx(kx)ψx(KXx) ∈ B(x,m·1F ].

By choosing an approximate identity in ψx(KXx) we reach the contradiction that kx is
in B(x,m·1F ]. Hence kx = 0. Inductively we eliminate all entries and arrive at the point
where f = ψu,m·1F (k) for some k ∈ KXm·1F . However as π is injective and thus so is
ψm·1F , we derive that k = 0, and the proof is complete.

5. CNP-representations

5.1. CNP-representations of Sims-Yeend. The last element of the GIUT is to
provide a CNP-representation (π, t) that admits a gauge action and π is injective. Sims
and Yeend [53] established the embedding of A in the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras
by using the augmented Fock space representation. They achieve this in much greater
generality, i.e., for product systems over a quasi-lattice ordered semigroup, but their
CNP relations involve infinitely many fibers. We will compare our CNP-relations with
those of Sims-Yeend, and use their result to show that A always embeds into NO(X).
The main point is that they coincide for strong compactly aligned product systems.
First we recall the terminology from [53]. Let

I0 := A and In =
⋂
{kerφm | 0 6= m ≤ n} for n ∈ ZN+ ,

all of which are ideals in A. For ` ∈ ZN+ , let

X̃` =
⊕
{XmI`−m | m ≤ `}

and write φ̃` for the left action on X̃`. Consequently, for n ≤ ` we obtain a ∗-homomor-
phism

ĩ`n : LXn → LX̃` with ĩ`n := ⊕{imn | n ≤ m ≤ `}.
A Nica-covariant representation (π, t) of X will be called Sims–Yeend CNP if:∑

{ψn(kn) | n ∈ F} = 0 for any finite set F ⊆ ZN+ , and every choice {kn ∈
K(Xn) | n ∈ F} such that

∑
{ ĩ`n(kn) | n ∈ F } = 0 for large `.

Since ZN+ is an Ore semigroup, the phrase “for large `” means that there exists an
r ∈ ZN+ such that the above property holds for all ` ≥ r.
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Proposition 5.1. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system, and let (π, t)
be a Nica-covariant representation of X. If (π, t) is a Sims-Yeend CNP-representation,
then it is a CNP-representation.

Proof. Fix ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]. By definition, every a ∈ IF satisifies φn(a) ∈ K(Xn) for all
n ≤ 1. Hence, in order to show that∑

{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | n ≤ 1F} = 0

from the Sims–Yeend CNP relations, it suffices to show that∑
{(−1)|n|̃i`n(φn(a)) | n ≤ 1F} = 0 for all ` ≥ 1.

To this end we fix m ≤ ` and we show that this holds on each summand XmI`−m of

X̃`. Notice that each ĩ`n acts on XmI`−m via imn , and that

(−1)|n|imn (φn(a)) = (−1)|n|φm(a).

Hence we need only show that

(5.1)
∑
{(−1)|n|φm(a) | n ≤ 1F ∧m} = 0.

Let F ′ := F ∩ suppm. If F ′ 6= ∅, then 1F ∧m 6= 0 in which case∑
{(−1)|n| | n ≤ 1F ∧m} = 0

and equation (5.1) is satisfied. On the other hand if F ′ = ∅ then equation (5.1) has
only one summand, and we are left with showing that φm(a) = 0 on XmI`−m, when
m ⊥ F . In this case let ξm, ηm ∈ Xm and c, d ∈ I`−m. Since ` ≥ 1 and m ⊥ F , we see
that I`−m ⊆

⋂
i∈F kerφi. Since 〈ξm, aηm〉 ∈ JF ⊥

⋂
i∈F kerφi we have for c, d ∈ I`−m

that

〈ξmc, aηmd〉 = c∗ 〈ξm, aηm〉 d = 0.

Therefore φm(a) vanishes on XmI`−m and the proof is complete.

To make a distinction, we denote the universal Sims-Yeend CNP algebra by NOX .
By Proposition 5.1 and universality of the C*-algebras, we have a canonical surjective
∗-homomorphism Φ: NO(X)→ NOX that fixes generators of the same index.

Theorem 5.2. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system over A. Then:

(i) The quotient map NT (X)→ NO(X) is isometric on A and every Xn.
(ii) The natural map Φ: NO(X)→ NOX is a ∗-isomorphism.
(iii) A pair (π, t) is a CNP-representation if and only if it is a Sims-Yeend CNP-

representation.

Proof. Let (π, t) be a universal CNP-representation forNO(X) and (π′, t′) be a univer-
sal Sims-Yeend CNP-representation for NOX . Since (ZN ,ZN+ ) satisfies [53, Equation

(3.5)], we see that each φ̃k is injective. Hence, by [53, Theorem 4.4] π′ is isometric
on A. Since Φπ = π′, we see that the quotient map NT (X) → NO(X) is isometric
on A, and thus on every Xn. For item (ii), notice that (π′, t′) is injective on A, and
inherits a gauge action as a quotient of NT (X). Hence by Theorem 4.1 we get that
Φ is injective, and therefore a ∗-isomorphism. Universality of the C*-algebras implies
item (iii).
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5.2. The CNP-ideal. Next we describe the ideal of the CNP-relations. To this end
let (π, t) be a Nica-covariant representation. For ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] set

(5.2) qF :=
∏
i∈F

(I − pi)

where the product initially is taken in the usual order of [N ]. When a ∈ IF then
φn(a) ∈ KXn for all n ≤ 1 and thus

π(a)qF = π(a) +
∑
{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | 0 6= n ≤ 1F}.

Hence the product in π(a)qF is independent of the order in F . At the same time
piπ(a) = π(a)− ψi(φi(a)) = π(a)pi for i ∈ F . Hence, we also get that qF ∈ π(A)′.

Proposition 5.3. Let (π, t) be a Nica-covariant representation of a strong compactly
aligned product system X. Then

qF tm(ξm) =

{
tm(ξm)qF if m ⊥ F,

0 if m 6⊥ F,

for all ξm ∈ Xm. Consequently, for all m ∈ ZN+ we have that

π(IF )qF tm(Xm) ⊆ π(IF )tm(Xm)qF

where the product defining qF can be taken in any order in these relations.

Proof. Suppose that F = {1, . . . , r} and fix ξm ∈ Xm. First consider the case where
m ⊥ F and let i ∈ F . Equation (2.5) and Xm ⊗Xi ' Xi ⊗Xm imply

tm(ξm)∗ψi(KXi) ⊆ ti(Xi)tm(Xm)∗ti(Xi)∗ = ti(Xi)ti(Xi)∗tm(Xm)∗

so that tm(ξm)∗piH ⊆ piH. Moreover we have that

tm(ξm)ψi(KXi) ⊆ ti(Xi)tm(Xm)ti(Xi)∗ = ψi(KXi)ti(Xi)tm(Xm)ti(Xi)∗

so that tm(ξm)piH ⊆ piH. Thus pi is reducing for tm(Xm).
Now suppose that suppm

⋂
F 6= ∅ and let i ∈ suppm

⋂
F . Then pitm(ξm) = tm(ξm)

as pi is a left unit for tm(Xm) = ti(Xi)tm−i(Xm−i). Therefore

(I − pi)tm(ξm) = 0.

Likewise we have that

(5.3) (I − pi)ψn(KXn)tm(ξm) = 0 for all n ∈ ZN+ .

Indeed if i ∈ suppn then

ψn(KXn)tm(Xm) = ti(Xi)ψn−i(KXn−i)ti(Xi)
∗tm(Xm),

and we proceed as before, whereas if i /∈ suppn then equation (2.5) gives

ψn(KXn)tm(Xm) ⊆ ti(Xi)ψn−i(KXn−i)tm−i(Xm−i).

In both cases we have (I−pi)ψn(KXn)tm(ξm) = 0. Now we can show that qF tm(ξm) = 0.
By the above comments, it suffices to show that qF ti(ξi) = 0 for i ∈ F . There are two
cases. If i = r then we get

qF ti(ξi) = (
∏
r 6=i∈F

(I − pi)) · (I − pr)tr(ξr) = 0.
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If i < r then let H be the Hilbert space that (π, t) acts on. For j = i+ 1 ≤ r we obtain

(I − pj) · · · (I − pr)ti(ξi)H ⊆ ti(Xi)H ∨ (
∨
{ψn(KXn)ti(Xi)H | suppn ⊆ [j, r]}).

Therefore by equation (5.3) we still get

(I − pi)(I − pj) · · · (I − pr)ti(ξi)H = {0}
which implies that qF ti(ξi) = 0. The arguments above can be applied when considering
any order in the product defining qF in the relations, and the proof is complete.

Definition 5.4. Let (π, t) be a Nica-covariant representation of a strong compactly
aligned product system X. For ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] we define the subspace

IF := span{tn(ξn)π(a)qF tm(ηm)∗ | a ∈ IF , n,m ∈ ZN+}.
The ideal of the CNP-relations (CNP-ideal) is defined as the algebraic sum

K(π, t) :=
∑
{IF | ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]}.

The next proposition justifies this terminology.

Proposition 5.5. Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system over A. Suppose
that (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X. If ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] then the subspace
IF is the ideal generated by {π(a)qF | a ∈ IF} in C∗(π, t). In particular, K(π, t) is a
norm-closed ideal in C∗(π, t).

Proof. Fix an ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]. First we show that

π(a)tm(Xm) ∈ tm(Xm)π(IF ) for all a ∈ IF ,m ⊥ F.

Indeed if a ∈ IF then a∗a ∈ IF and thus

tm(Xm)∗π(a)∗π(a)tm(Xm) ⊆ π(〈Xm, a
∗aXm〉) ⊆ π(IF ).

By applying equation (2.1) for the Hilbert module Xm, we get that for any ξm ∈ Xm

there exists an ηm ∈ Xm such that

π(a)tm(ξm) = t(ηm)π(b) for b = | 〈ξm, a∗aξm〉 |1/2.
As b2 ≥ 0 is in IF then so is b.

Next we show that IF is an ideal of C∗(π, t). It is clear that IF is selfadjoint and
that IFπ(A) ⊆ IF . Recall that qF is in the commutant of π(IF ). Hence Proposition
5.3 gives

π(a)qF tm(ξm)∗π(b)qF = π(a)qF tm(ξm)∗qFπ(b)

=

{
π(a)qF tm(bξm)∗ if m ⊥ F,

0 if m 6⊥ F,

for a, b ∈ IF . It is also clear that multiplying an element in IF on the right by tn(ξn)∗

gives an element in IF . For arbitrary n and m we have that

π(a)qF tm(ξm)∗tn(ξn) ∈ π(a)qF tn′(Xn′)tm′(Xm′)∗

for
n′ = −n+ n ∨m and m′ = −m+ n ∨m.

However in view of Proposition 5.3 if n′ 6⊥ F then

π(a)qF tn′(Xn′) = {0},
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whereas if n′ ⊥ F then by the comments above we get that

π(a)qF tn′(Xn′) ⊆ π(IF )tn′(Xn′)qF ⊆ tn′(Xn′)π(IF )qF .

In every case we have that

π(a)qF tm(ξm)∗tn(ξn) ∈ tn′(Xn′)π(IF )qF tm′(Xm′)∗

which completes the first part of the statement, since IF is self-adjoint.
For the second part, we remark that if F ⊇ F ′ then

π(a)qF tm(ξm)∗π(b)qF ′ =

{
π(a)qF∪F ′tm(bξm)∗ if m ⊥ F ′,

0 if m 6⊥ F ′,

=

{
π(a)qF tm(bξm)∗ if m ⊥ F ′,

0 if m 6⊥ F ′,

for a ∈ IF and b ∈ IF ′ . Since IF ⊇ IF ′ we obtain

π(a)qF tm(ξm)∗ · tn(ξn)π(b)qF ′ ∈ IF

for every n. Hence we derive that IF · IF ′ ⊆ IF . Thus I[N ] is a norm-closed ideal of

IF + I[N ] whenever |F | = N − 1. Therefore

IF + I[N ] = IF + I[N ].

Likewise if |F1| = · · · = |Fk| = N − 1 for some k then

k∑
n=2

IFn + I[N ] is an ideal of {
k∑

n=1

IFn + I[N ]}

and therefore
∑k

n=1 IFn + I[N ] is closed. Induction then completes the proof.

We are now in position of recovering the co-universal property of NO(X) established
in [7, Theorem 4.1]. Our approach is different and emphasizes the explicit form of the
CNP-relations.

Corollary 5.6. [7, Theorem 4.1] Let X be a strong compactly aligned product system
over A. If (π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation that admits a gauge action and
π is injective then there is a canonical ∗-epimorphism C∗(π, t) → NO(X) that fixes
the generators of the same index. Consequently C∗(π, t)/K(π, t) is ∗-isomorphic to
NO(X).

Proof. Let (π, t) be a Nica-covariant representation that admits a gauge action and
π is injective. To allow comparisons we denote the Fock representation by (σ, s) and
write ψt and ψs for the induced representations on the compacts KXn. Denote also
q := π × t and q′ := Ψ ◦ (σ × s) where Ψ : NT (X)→ NO(X) is the natural quotient
map by the CNP ideal.

It will suffice to show that ker q ⊆ ker q′ = K(σ, s). This way, the map q′ factors
through C∗(π, t) to a TN -equivariant map C∗(π, t) → NO(X) which is still injective
on A, and the GIUT finishes the proof. As (π, t) admits a TN -gauge action β and
C∗(σ, s)β is the inductive limit of the B[0,m·1] with m ∈ Z+, it suffices to show that

(ker q)β
⋂
B[0,m·1] ⊆ K(σ, s) for all m ∈ Z+.
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We will do this inductively. As π is injective there is nothing to show for m = 0. So
take m = 1 and fix

ker q 3 f = σ(a0) +
∑
{ψsn(kn) | 0 6= n ≤ 1}.

By solving the equation q(f) = 0 as in Section 3 we derive that

π(a0)
∏
i∈[N ]

(I − q(pi)) = 0,

where pi are the projections associated to (σ, s). This gives that σ(a0)
∏

i∈[N ](I − pi) ∈
ker q and also that a0 ∈ I[N ]. Hence

σ(a0)
∏
i∈[N ]

(I − pi) = σ(a0)p[N ] ∈ (ker q)β
⋂
K(σ, s).

For convenience set
f0 := σ(a0)

∏
i∈[N ]

(I − pi).

Then f − f0 ∈ (ker q)β and we can group compacts of the same index to have an
equation of the form

g := f − f0 =
∑
{ψsn(k′n) | 0 6= n ≤ 1}

for appropriate k′n ∈ K(Xn). That is, the element g ∈ (ker q)β can be written as having
its 0-summand equal to zero. Suppose now that m ≤ 1 is a minimal position such that
ψsm(k′m) 6= 0. For ξm, ηm ∈ Xm we then obtain

sm(ξm)∗gsm(ηm) = σ(b0) +
∑
{ψsn(k′′n) | n ≤ 1−m } ∈ (ker q)β

where b0 =
〈
ξm, k

′
mηj
〉
. Proceeding as before we have

π(b0)
∏

i∈[N ]\suppm

(I − q(pi)) = 0.

Once more this gives that

σ(b0)
∏

i∈[N ]\suppm

(I − pi) ∈ (ker q)β
⋂
K(σ, s).

At the same time, for ξ′m, η
′
m ∈ Xm, denote k1,m = θmξm,ξ′m and k2,m = θmηm,η′m , so that

0 = tm(ξ′m)

(
π(b0)

∏
i∈[N ]\suppm

(I − q(pi))
)
tm(η′m)∗

= tm(ξ′m)tm(ξm)∗ψtm(km)tm(ηm)tm(η′m)∗
∏

i∈[N ]\suppm

(I − q(pi))

= ψtm(k1,m · km · k2,m)
∏

i∈[N ]\suppm

(I − q(pi))

where we used Proposition 5.3 to commute tm(η′m) with
∏

i∈[N ]\suppm(I − q(pi)). As
this holds for elementary compacts, it still holds when replacing k1,m and k2,m with a
c.a.i. in KXm. Taking limits yields

fm := ψsm(km)
∏

i∈[N ]\suppm

(I − pi) ∈ (ker q)β
⋂
K(σ, s).
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Hence, we get that

f − (f0 + fm) ∈ (ker q)β with f0, fm ∈ (ker q)β
⋂
K(σ, s).

Now we see that this element does not contain a summand on 0 and m. We proceed
inductively along the minimal remaining positions each time to find

fn ∈ (ker q)β
⋂
K(σ, s) for all 0 ≤ n < 1

such that
g1 := f −

∑
{fn | 0 ≤ n < 1} ∈ (ker q)β.

However g1 ∈ ψs1(KX1) and ψt1 = qψs1 is injective as π is injective. Therefore g1 = 0
and we get that

f =
∑
{fn | 0 ≤ n < 1} ∈ K(σ, s).

We conclude that
(ker q)β ∩ B[0,1] ⊆ K(σ, s).

We use this to show that

(ker q)β ∩ B[0,m·1] ⊆ K(σ, s) for all m ∈ N.

We will proceed by adding one generator each time. That is, assuming (ker q)β ∩
B[0,m1] ⊆ K(σ, s) for a given m, we will prove inductively the inclusions

(ker q)β ∩ B[0,m·1+1+...+k] ⊆ K(σ, s) for k = 1, . . . , N,

so that for k = N we will obtain (ker q)β ∩ B[0,(m+1)1] ⊆ K(σ, s). To this end suppose
that (ker q)β ∩ B[0,k] ⊆ K(σ, s), for some k ≥ 1 and let j ∈ [N ]; we will show that

(ker q)β ∩ B[0,k+j] ⊆ K(σ, s).

Let f ∈ (ker q)β ∩ B[0,k+j] and fix the set

F := {n ≤ k | j /∈ suppn}.
By moving along minimal elements as before, we derive that there are fn, for n ∈ F ,
such that

g := f −
∑
{fn | n ∈ F} ∈ (ker q)β and fn ∈ (ker q)β

⋂
K(σ, s) for all n ∈ F .

By construction we have that g is in B[j,k+j]. Therefore the c.a.i. of ψsj (KXj) defines
an approximate identity for g. Moreover we have that

sj(Xj)
∗gsj(Xj) ⊆ sj(Xj)

∗
(

(ker q)β
⋂
B[0,k+j]

)
sj(Xj) ⊆ (ker q)β

⋂
B[0,k].

Consequently we get that

ψsj (KXj)gψ
s
j (KXj) ⊆ (ker q)β

⋂
K(σ, s).

By applying a c.a.i. of ψsj (KXj) (which is a c.a.i. for g) we obtain that

g ∈ (ker q)β
⋂
K(σ, s),

and therefore
f = g +

∑
{fn | n ∈ F} ∈ (ker q)β

⋂
K(σ, s).

Hence, proceeding inductively we have that (ker q)β∩B[0,m·1] ⊆ K(σ, s) for every m ∈ N,
so that (ker q)β ⊆ K(σ, s), as required.
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6. Regular product systems

Recall that a product system is called regular if every Xn is regular, and that ev-
ery regular product system is automatically strong compactly aligned. Fowler [19]
introduced OX as the universal C*-algebra for the representations (π, t) such that
π(a) = ψn(φn(a)) for every a ∈ A and n ∈ ZN+ . It is shown in [53, Proposition 5.1]
that NOX coincides with OX when X is regular, and thus so does NO(X) by Theorem
5.2. Let us provide a direct proof that NO(X) ' OX by using the alternating sums
machinery. En passant, we show that covariance needs to be checked only for n ≤ 1.

Corollary 6.1. Let X be a regular product system over ZN+ . Then NO(X) is ∗-
isomorphic to OX . In particular, a representation (π, t) is covariant in the sense of
[19] if and only if each (π, tn) is covariant for all n ≤ 1.

Proof. Suppose that (π, t) is a representation such that (π, tn) is covariant for every
n ∈ ZN+ . By [19, Proposition 5.4] we have that (π, t) is automatically Nica-covariant.
Then for any ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] and a ∈ A we check that∑

{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | n ≤ 1F} =
∑
{(−1)|n|π(a) | n ≤ 1F} = 0.

Since X is regular we have that IF = A for all F ⊆ [N ] and so (π, t) is a CNP-
representation.

Conversely let (π, t) be a CNP-representation. First we show that (π, tn) is covariant
for every n ≤ 1. For F = {i} regularity implies that IF = A and thus (π, ti) is covariant
for Xi. Now for F = {i, j} we have that the CNP representation satisfies

π(a)− ψi(φi(a))− ψj(φj(a)) + ψi+j(φi+j(a)) = 0.

As (π, ti) and (π, tj) are covariant for all a ∈ A we get that

0 = π(a)− ψi(φi(a))− ψj(φj(a)) + ψi+j(φi+j(a)) = π(a)− π(a)− π(a) + ψi+j(a)

and therefore π(a) = ψi+j(a). For the inductive step suppose that (π, tn) is covariant
for all |n| ≤ k and let F be of cardinality k + 1. We have to show that (π, t1F ) is
covariant for X1F

. Fix x = 1F − i for i ∈ F and compute

0 =
∑
{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(a)) | n ≤ 1F}

= (−1)kψx(φx(a)) + (−1)k+1ψ1F
(φ1F

(a)) +
∑
{(−1)|n|π(a) | 1, x 6= n � 1F}

= (−1)kψx(φx(a)) + (−1)k+1ψ1(φ1F
(a)).

Thus we derive

ψ1F
(φ1F

(a)) = ψx(φx(a)) = π(a).

This finishes the part that (π, tn) is covariant for n ≤ 1. Now let m ∈ ZN+ such that
m 6≤ 1 and suppose we have shown that (π, tx) is covariant for all x < m. Set n =∑
{i | i ∈ suppm} and fix a c.a.i. (aλ)λ for A. By applying on the elementary tensors

in Xm ' Xn ⊗ Xm−n and using the Nica-covariance we get that φn(aλ) ∨ φm−n(a) =
φm(aλa) and hence limλ φn(aλ) ∨ φm−n(a) = φm(a). Therefore we obtain

π(a) = lim
λ
π(aλ)π(a) = lim

λ
ψn(φn(aλ))ψm−n(φm−n(a))

= lim
λ
ψm(φn(aλ) ∨ φm−n(a)) = ψm(φm(a))

which finishes the proof.
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7. C*-dynamical systems

The second author with Davidson and Fuller considered C*-dynamical systems over
ZN+ in [10, Section 4]. We will show how the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra of [10]
relates to one coming from a product system. To this end let α : ZN+ → End(A) be a
semigroup action. For n ∈ ZN+ let Xn be the closed linear subspace of A generated by
αn(A)A. It becomes a C*-correspondence over A when endowed with

〈ξ, η〉 = ξ∗η and a · ξ · b = αn(a)ξb

for ξ, η ∈ Xn and a, b ∈ A. The unitary equivalence Xn ⊗Xm ' Xn+m is induced by
the A-balanced bilinear map (ξ, η) 7→ αm(ξ)η. The induced operator is surjective since

αm(αn(A)A) · αm(A)A = αn+m(A)αm(A)A ⊆ αn+m(A)A

and, if (aλ) is an approximate identity in A, then

αn+m(a)b = lim
λ
αm(αn(a))αm(aλ)b ∈ αn+m(A)αm(A)A.

Commutativity shows that the family {Xn | n ∈ ZN+} forms a product system X. In
particular the left action on every Xi is by compacts and thus X is strong compactly
aligned. Then the ideals IF coincide with those given in [10] by

IF =
⋂
n⊥F

α−1
n

((⋂
i∈F

kerαi

)⊥)
.

The representations in [10] are given by (π, V ) where V is an isometric Nica-covariant
representation of ZN+ , π(a)Vn = Vnπαn(a). The CNP-representations are defined in
[10] as those pairs (π, V ) that in addition satisfy

π(a)
∏
{I − ViV ∗i | i ∈ F} = 0 for all a ∈ IF .

Therefore the representations of α : ZN+ → End(A) are representations of the induced
product system. From this point on there is a small subtlety between the Nica-Pimsner
alebras of X and those in [10]. To keep comparisons, the universal objects are denoted
by NT (A,α) and NO(A,α) in [10], and it is shown that they satisfy the GIUT.
However NT (A,α) is defined to be generated by Vnπ(a) for a ∈ A rather than for
a ∈ αn(A)A. Hence in general we have

NT (X) ⊆ NT (A,α) and NO(X) ⊆ NO(A,α).

Although the representations in [10] may not be all the Nica-covariant representations
of X, they are enough to norm NT (X) and NO(X). This is just an application of
the GIUT. Of course when the αn are non-degenerate in the sense that αn(A)A = A,
then Xn = A and the C*-algebras coincide.

If, in addition, every αi is injective then X is regular and NO(A,α) ' OX . In fact,
the latter is a C*-crossed product over the minimal automorphic extension of α given
by the direct limit process

A
αn //

αm

��

A

αm

��

// A∞

α∞,m

��
A

αn // A // A∞.
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Example 7.1. One-dimensional dynamical systems over commutative C*-algebras
C0(X) are topological graphs in the sense of Katsura [29]. More generally, a product
system that arises from α : ZN+ → End(C0(X)) coincides with the topological higher
graph of Yeend [54]. The reader is addressed to [7, Section 5.3] for an excellent expo-
sition that connects topological graphs with their product systems.

By duality α transforms to a ZN+ -action on X by proper continuous maps. Afsar,
an Huef and Raeburn [1] considered product systems arising from surjective local
homeomorphisms that ∗-commute. In this case the induced O(X) of [1] coincides with
OX of [19] and NO(A,α) of [10, 24] as the induced αi are injective. In fact they
coincide with the C*-crossed product of the minimal automorphic extension.

8. Higher rank graphs

We will require some terminology on higher rank graphs and their associated product
systems. For more details the reader is addressed to [46, 47, 48].

Let G = (V,E, r, s) be a directed graph, and partition the edge set E = E1∪· · ·∪EN
such that each edge carries a unique colour from a selection of N colours. Denote
by E• the collection of all paths in G. We may then define a multi-degree function
d : E• → ZN+ by d(λ) = (n1, . . . , nN), where ni is the number of edges in λ from Ei.

A higher rank N-structure on G is an equivalence relation ∼ on E• such that for all
λ ∈ E• and m,n ∈ ZN+ with d(λ) = m+n, there exist unique µ, ν ∈ E• with s(λ) = s(ν)
and r(λ) = r(µ), such that d(µ) = n and d(ν) = m and λ ∼ µν. It is important to
note that paths are read from right to left to comply with operator multiplication. We
denote Λ := E•/ ∼ and keep denoting by d the induced multi-degree map on Λ. It
is usual to still denote by λ, µ etc. the elements of Λ. In this way the pair (Λ, d) is a
higher rank graph as in [47, Definition 2.1].

For each n ∈ ZN+ we write Λn := {λ ∈ Λ | d(λ) = n}. For λ ∈ Λ and S ⊆ Λ, we
define λS := {λµ | µ ∈ S} and Sλ := {µλ | µ ∈ S}. For λ, µ ∈ Λ let

Λmin(λ, µ) := {(α, β) | λα = µβ, d(λα) = d(λ) ∨ d(µ) = d(µβ)}

be the set of minimal common extensions of λ and µ. The higher rank graph (Λ, d)
is called finitely aligned if |Λmin(λ, µ)| < ∞ for any λ, µ ∈ Λ. Given a vertex v ∈ Λ0,
a subset S ⊆ vΛ is called exhaustive if for every λ ∈ vΛ there is µ ∈ S such that
Λmin(λ, µ) 6= ∅.

A set of partial isometries {Tλ}λ∈Λ for a finitely aligned higher rank graph (Λ, d) is
called a Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger Λ-family if

(P) {Tv}v∈Λ0 is a collection of pairwise orthogonal projections;
(HR) TλTµ = δs(λ),r(µ)Tλµ for all λ, µ ∈ Λ; and
(NC) T ∗λTµ =

∑
(α,β)∈Λmin(λ,µ) TαT

∗
β for all λ, µ ∈ Λ.

It is called a Cuntz-Krieger Λ-family if it additionally satisfies

(CK)
∏

λ∈S(Tv − TλT ∗λ ) = 0 for every v ∈ Λ0 and all non-empty finite exhaustive
sets S ⊆ vΛ.

The C*-algebra C∗(Λ) is the universal one with respect to the Cuntz-Krieger Λ-families.
In [48, Theorem 4.2] it was proven that C∗(Λ) satisfies the GIUT theorem.

Every higher rank graph (Λ, d) has a natural product system X(Λ) associated to it.
In short for each n ∈ ZN+ we put a pre-Hilbert c0(Λ0)-module structure on c0(Λn) via
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the formulas

〈ξ, η〉 (v) :=
∑
s(λ)=v

ξ(λ)η(λ) and (a · ξ · b)(λ) := a(r(λ))ξ(λ)b(s(λ))

The completion Xn(Λ) of these pre-Hilbert modules then gives a product system where
the identification Xm(Λ)⊗Xn(Λ) ∼= Xm+n(Λ) is given by

δµ ⊗ δν =

{
δµν when s(µ) = r(ν),

0 if s(µ) 6= r(ν).

It is shown in [47, Theorem 5.4] that X(Λ) is compactly aligned if and only if Λ is
finitely aligned. In this case, the Nica-covariant representations (π, t) of X(Λ) are in
bijection with the Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger Λ-families. The correspondence is given by
Tλ = tn(δλ).

Proposition 8.1. Let (Λ, d) be a finitely aligned higher N-rank graph. Then X(Λ) is
strong compactly aligned if and only if for every λ ∈ Λ and every i ⊥ d(λ) there are
finitely many edges e ∈ d−1(i) such that Λmin(λ, e) 6= ∅.

Proof. We identify each δν with ν ∈ Λ. Since X(Λ) is compactly aligned, for λ, µ ∈ Λ
we have that

θλ,λ ∨ θµ,µ =
∑
{θλα,µβ | (α, β) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ)}

is a finite sum. On the other hand we have ILXi
= s*-

∑
µ∈Xi

θµ,µ, where the sum is

taken in the s*-topology. Therefore, if d(λ) = n and i /∈ suppn then

in+i
n (θλ,λ) = s*-

∑
µ∈Xi

θλ,λ ∨ θµ,µ = s*-
∑
µ∈Xi

∑
{θλα,µβ | (α, β) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ)}.

If the latter is in K(Xn+i(Λ)) then the sum has to be finite.
Conversely, if λ, ν ∈ Λn and the sum for in+i

n (θλ,λ) is finite, then each in+i
n (θλ,µ) =

in+i
n (θλ,λ)i

n+i
n (θλ,µ) is given by a finite sum. Since elements of the form θλ,µ span a

dense set in K(Xn(Λ)) we get that in+i
n (k) ∈ K(Xn+i(Λ)) for every k ∈ K(Xn(Λ)) and

i /∈ suppn. Hence X(Λ) is strong compactly aligned.

We use the following terminology for the higher rank graphs that produce strong
compactly aligned product systems.

Definition 8.2. A finitely aligned higher N -rank graph (Λ, d) is called strong finitely
aligned if for every λ ∈ Λ and every i ⊥ d(λ) there are finitely many edges e ∈ d−1(i)
such that Λmin(λ, e) 6= ∅.

Example 8.3. Proposition 8.1 allows us to build examples of compactly aligned prod-
uct systems that are not strong compactly aligned. Figure 1 yields such an example.
Here we let {gn | n ∈ N} be the edges with range w whose sources are all distinct, by
{hn | n ∈ N} the edges whose range is v with sources all distinct, and by {fn | n ∈ N}
the edges such that s(fn) = s(gn) and r(fn) = s(hn). If we make the identification
egn = hnfn we would obtain a higher 2-rank graph. Since Λ is finitely aligned then
X(Λ) is compactly aligned. However, by Proposition 8.1, it is not strong compactly
aligned as |Λmin(e, hn)| = 1 for all n ∈ N.
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Figure 1. A finitely aligned higher rank graph whose product system is not strong

compactly aligned.

Example 8.4. On the other hand, Proposition 8.1 also allows us to build examples
of strong finitely aligned higher rank graphs that are not row-finite. First of all, it is
clear that all rank one directed graphs are strong finitely aligned.

If we want a non-trivial rank two example, the only thing we need to pay attention
to is not to have edges e that interact with infinitely many other edges f that have
different colours from e. In Figure 2 we have such an example.

•

(∞)

��

•f0ks

e0

��
•
v

•
(∞)

ks

Figure 2. A higher rank graph that is not row-finite but whose product system

is strong compactly aligned.

More precisely, let {ei} be infinitely many bold edges received by v and {fi} be
infinitely many dotted edges received by v. Set the higher rank structure eif0 = fie0.
Then for a fixed i the set Λmin(ei, fj) is empty unless j = i, for which it is of size one.
Thus, the graph must be strong finitely aligned.

Our next goal is to show that the relation (CK) simplifies for strong finitely aligned
higher rank graphs. To this end notice that the ideals JF and IF of c0(Λ0) are generated
by vertex projections δv. By definition δv ∈ JF if and only if vΛi 6= ∅ for at least one
i ∈ F , and |vΛi| < ∞ for all i ∈ [N ]. On the other hand the requirement that
〈Xm(Λ), δvXm(Λ)〉 ⊆ JF for m ⊥ F is equivalent to requiring that any path λ ∈ Λ
with d(λ) ⊥ F and r(λ) = v satisfies δs(λ) ∈ JF . Note that the former is automatic
given the latter, when λ = v is a vertex. We gather this information in the following
definition.

Definition 8.5. Let (Λ, d) be a strong finitely aligned N -rank graph. A vertex v ∈ Λ0

is called F -tracing if for every path λ ∈ Λ with d(λ) ⊥ F and r(λ) = v we have
s(λ)Λi 6= ∅ for at least one i ∈ F , and |s(λ)Λi| <∞ for all i ∈ [N ].

By definition, the F -tracing vertices span a dense subset of IF . Thus by Proposition
2.7, if λ ∈ Λ satisfies d(λ) ⊥ F and r(λ) is F -tracing, then s(λ) is also F -tracing.
We give an alternative of the (CK)-condition for strong finitely aligned higher N -rank
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graphs, which we call (CK’). It appears that (CK’) is simpler than (CK) as, essentially,
it depends only on vertices. We note that the proof of the following does not depend
on the GIUT from [48].

Theorem 8.6. Let (Λ, d) be a strong finitely aligned higher N-rank graph. Suppose that
(π, t) is a Nica-covariant representation of X(Λ) corresponding to a Toeplitz-Cuntz-
Krieger Λ-family {Tλ}λ∈Λ. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (π, t) is a CNP-representation;
(ii) {Tλ}λ∈Λ satisfies the (CK’)-condition:

∏
{Tv−TµT ∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi, i ∈ F} = 0 for

every F -tracing vertex v and every non-empty F ⊆ [N ].
(iii) {Tλ}λ∈Λ is a Cuntz-Krieger Λ-family.

Consequently, if {Tλ}λ∈Λ satisfies (CK’), admits a gauge action and Tv 6= 0 for v ∈ Λ0,
then it defines a faithful representation of C∗(Λ).

Proof. [(i) ⇔ (ii)]: Fix ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] and let v be a vertex such that δv ∈ IF . Then,
for any n ≤ 1F we have

ψn(φn(δv)) =
∑
{TλT ∗λ | λ ∈ vΛn}.

As the F -tracing vertices span a dense subset of IF it suffices to show the second
equality in∑

{(−1)|n|ψn(φn(δv)) | n ≤ 1F} =
∑
{(−1)|d(λ)|TλT

∗
λ | λ ∈ vΛ1F }

=
∏
{Tv − TµT ∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi, i ∈ F}.

To this end we shall use that Tv − TµT ∗µ = Tv(I − TµT ∗µ) if r(µ) = v and that∏
{Tv − TµT ∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi, i ∈ F} =

∏
{Tv −

∑
µ∈vΛi

TµT
∗
µ |, i ∈ F}.

Let µ ∈ vΛ1H and ν ∈ vΛ1H′ for H 6= H ′ subsets of F . By [48, Lemma 2.7] we see that

TµT
∗
µTνT

∗
ν =

∑
(α,β)∈Λmin(µ,ν)

TµαT
∗
µα.(8.1)

Due to the unique factorization property, no element on the right hand side of equation
(8.1) will appear for distinct pairs (µ, ν), (µ′, ν ′) ∈ vΛ1H × vΛ1H′ . Hence a repeated
application of equation (8.1) yields∏

{Tv −
∑
µ∈vΛi

TµT
∗
µ |, i ∈ F} =

∑
{(−1)|d(λ)|TλT

∗
λ | λ ∈ vΛ1F }.

[(ii) ⇔ (iii)]: Let ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ] and let v be an F -tracing vertex. First we show that
the finite set {µ ∈ vΛi | i ∈ F} is exhaustive. To this end let λ ∈ vΛ be some path.
If d(λ) ∩ F 6= ∅, then by unique factorization we may write λ = µν where µ ∈ vΛi for
some i ∈ F . Trivially (v, ν) is a common extension of λ and µ so that Λmin(λ, µ) 6= ∅.
Otherwise, if d(λ) ∩ F = ∅, as v is F -tracing, there exists some i ∈ F such that
s(λ)Λi 6= ∅. Hence we may find e ∈ Λi for which λe is a path in vΛ. Notice that
d(λe) = d(λ) + i. By unique factorization we can find a µ ∈ Λi such that λe = µλ′ for
some λ′ ∈ Λ. Therefore there is a µ ∈ vΛi such that Λmin(λ, µ) 6= ∅.

Since {µ ∈ vΛi | i ∈ F} is finite and exhaustive, if {Tλ}λ∈Λ is a Cuntz-Krieger
Λ-family then ∏

{Tv − TµT ∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi, i ∈ F} = 0,
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so that (π, t) is a CNP-representation by the first part of the proof. This shows that
there exists a canonical ∗-epimorphism NO(X) → C∗(Λ) that maps generators to
generators, admits a gauge action and is injective on c0(Λ0). Since NO(X) satisfies a
GIUT, this ∗-epimorphism must be injective. Universality of the C*-algebras completes
the proof.

9. A case study: higher rank factorial languages

In this section we examine C*-algebras arising from factorial languages. Several
elements pass through from the rank one case studied in [3, 27, 36] and we will omit
their proofs. We require some notation. The free semigroup Fd+ on d symbols admits
the partial order

µ ≥ ν if and only if µ = νw for some w ∈ Fd+.
Consider the cartesian product (Fd+)N of N free semigroups for fixed N ∈ Z+. We shall
denote elements in (Fd+)N by µ, ν etc., and we fix ∅ := (∅, . . . , ∅). In particular we shall
write δi(k) for the generator with the letter k at the i-th coordinate. The multilength
of µ = (µ1, . . . , µN) is given by |µ| := (|µ1|, . . . , |µN |). We use ∗ for the coordinate-wise

multiplication operation in (Fd+)N , i.e.

µ ∗ ν = (µ1ν1, . . . , µNνN).

The semigroup (Fd+)N inherits a partial ordering, given by

µ ≥ ν if and only if µi ≥ νi for all i ∈ [N ].

We write µ ∨ ν as the least upper bound for µ and ν, when it exists. We extend the

definition of the support for elements in (Fd+)N in the sense that

suppµ := {i ∈ [N ] | µi 6= ∅}
and we write µ ⊥ ν if and only if suppµ

⋂
supp ν = ∅. We write ν ∈ µ if µ = w ∗ ν ∗ q

for some w, q ∈ (Fd+)N .

Definition 9.1. A factorial language (FL) Λ∗ is a subset of (Fd+)N such that:

(i) for every i ∈ [N ] there exists at least one k ∈ [d] such that δi(k) ∈ Λ∗;
(ii) if µ ∈ Λ∗ and ν ∈ µ then ν ∈ Λ∗.

Remark 9.2. We allow cases where some δi(k) are not in Λ∗. This is convenient for

including cases of Λ∗ ⊆ Fd1+ × · · · × FdN+ , for different di’s, under the one umbrella of
(Fd+)N for d = maxi{di}.

Just as in the rank one case [27], a higher N -rank language Λ∗ can be characterized
by forbidden words. Indeed, when Λ∗ is an FL, the whole set of forbidden words
(Fd+)N \Λ∗ becomes a monoid in (Fd+)N . On the other hand, let 〈F〉 be the monoid in
(Fd+)N generated by a subset F ⊆ (Fd+)N . Then the set

Λ∗F := (Fd+)N \ 〈F〉
is a higher N -rank language. If F is finite then we say that Λ∗F is of finite type.

Products of rank one FL’s form higher rank FL’s. In fact it is not hard to see that
Λ∗ is a product of one dimensional languages if and only if whenever µ, ν ∈ Λ∗ are such
that µ ⊥ ν, then µ ∗ ν ∈ Λ∗. This follows by the fact that coordinate projections of
FL’s are rank one FL’s. Hence, if we forbid words µ = (µ1, . . . , µN) that are supported
on more than one coordinates, while allowing words of the form δi(µi), we obtain FL’s
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that are not products of lower dimensional languages. It is now clear that many such
examples can be constructed.

Example 9.3. Let Λ∗ := {(0n, 0m), (0k10l, 0m), (0n, 0k10l) | n,m, k, l ∈ Z+}. Then
Λ∗ = Λ∗F for

F = { (1, 1), (10n1, ∅), (∅, 10n1) | n ≥ 0 }.
If Λ∗ were a product of two rank one languages, then by projecting to each coordinate
and multiplying we would have that (0k10l, 0k

′
10l

′
) ∈ Λ∗. This is a contradiction as

the word contains (1, 1) ∈ F .

For n ∈ ZN+ we define the equivalence relation ∼n on Λ∗ such that µ ∼n ν if and
only if

{w | w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗, |w| ≤ |n|} = {w | w ∗ ν ∈ Λ∗, |w| ≤ |n|}.
We set Ωn := Λ∗/ ∼n, which is finite. Using the connecting maps

ϑn+m,n : Ωn+m → Ωn : [µ]n+m 7→ [µ]n

we define the projective limit

Ω := lim
←−

(Ωn, ϑn+m,n)

which is a totally disconnected space. In fact Ω ' Λ∗/ ∼ for the equivalence ∼ given
by

µ ∼ ν if and only if {w | w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗} = {w | w ∗ ν ∈ Λ∗}.
We denote by [µ] the equivalence class of µ under ∼.

Definition 9.4. An FL Λ∗ is called sofic if and only if there exists an m ∈ ZN+ such
that ∼n is equal to ∼ for all n ≥ m. Equivalently, if Ω is finite.

This terminology is in accordance with the rank one case [36]. Moreover we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 9.5. Every FL of finite type is sofic. More precisely, if Λ∗ = Λ∗F for some
finite set F , then Ω = Ωn for all n ≥ max{|µ| | µ ∈ F}.

Proof. Set m = max{ |µ| | µ ∈ F }. Let µ ∈ Λ∗ such that |µ| 6≤ m. Without loss
of generality we may assume that µ = (µ1, . . . , µ`, µ`+1, . . . , µN) with |µi| > mi for
i ∈ {1, . . . , `} and |µj| ≤ mj for j ∈ {` + 1, . . . , N}. Write µ = µ′ ∗ µ′′ such that
|µ′i| = mi for i ∈ {1, . . . , `} and µ′j = µj for j ∈ {`+ 1, . . . , N}, i.e.

µ′ = (µ′1, . . . , µ
′
`, µ`+1, . . . , µN) and µ′′ = (µ′′1, . . . , µ

′′
` , ∅, . . . , ∅).

Then |µ′| ≤ m, and for every w ∈ Λ∗ we claim that

w ∗ µ′ ∈ Λ∗ if and only if w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗.

This shows that Ω = Ωm as it suffices to identify just the classes [µ] with |µ| ≤ m;
consequently Ω = Ωn for any n ≥ m. To prove the claim, if w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗ then trivially
w ∗ µ′ ∈ Λ∗. Conversely suppose that w ∗ µ′ ∈ Λ∗ but w ∗ µ /∈ Λ∗. Then there is a
forbidden word ν in w ∗ µ with |ν| ≤ m. We write ν = x ∗ y so that w = x′ ∗ x and
µ = y ∗ y′. Hence |yi| ≤ |µi| and |yi| ≤ |νi| ≤ mi for all i ∈ [N ]. Since ν cannot
be a subword of w ∗ µ′ ∈ Λ∗ there exists an i ∈ {1, ..., `} such that yi contains µ′i as
a subword. Then we would have that |yi| > |µ′i| = mi, so we have a contradiction.
Therefore w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗.
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There is a way of constructing a sofic FL from a finite labeled higher rank graph
(Λ,L). Suppose we have partitioned its edge set E = E1 ∪ · · · ∪ EN , and we have a
labeling map L : E → (Fd+)N such that L(ei) ∈ {δi(k) | k ∈ [d]}. We extend L to a
labeling from E• to finite multi-words in (Fd+)N , which we still denote by L. Clearly L
respects the commutation imposed by Λ as a quotient of E•, and we get that L is well-
defined on Λ. This way, L(E•) naturally becomes an FL and satisfies |L(µ)| = d(µ)
for every path µ ∈ Λ. It goes without saying that different edges may carry the same
label and colour.

We next construct a finite labeled higher rank graph (Λ,L) from a sofic FL Λ∗

in (Fd+)N . We know that Ω is finite, and we may consider the finite colored graph
Λ whose vertices are Ω, and edges E where e is an edge with color i and labeled
L(e) := δi(k) ∈ (Fd+)N from [µ] to [δi(k) ∗ µ] if and only if δi(k) ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗. We denote
∼ the equivalence relation generated by ef ∼ f ′e′ if L(e) ∗ L(f) = L(f ′) ∗ L(e′). Then
Λ = E•/ ∼ is a higher rank graph and L extends to a well-defined labeling on Λ.

Indeed if ef is a path with source [µ] with colors i 6= j and labels L(e) := δi(k)
and L(f) := δj(`), then its range is [δi(k) ∗ δj(`) ∗ µ] = [δj(`) ∗ δi(k) ∗ µ]. Therefore
δj(`)∗δi(k)∗µ is also in Λ∗, and as i 6= j there exists a path f ′e′ from [µ] to [δj(`)∗δi(k)∗µ]
through [δi(k) ∗ µ] so that L(f ′) = δj(`) and L(e′) = δi(k).

Definition 9.6. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N . Then the labeled higher rank graph (Λ,L)
constructed above is called the follower set graph of Λ∗.

An important property of the follower set graph is that it is source-resolving. More
precisely, if λ, µ ∈ Λ are paths emanating from the same source [µ], then L(λ) = L(µ)
implies that λ = µ. Indeed, we may write λ = λ1...λN and µ = µ1...µN , where λi, µi
are comprised only of edges of color i. So in order to show that λ = µ, it will suffice to
show that λi = µi for each i ∈ [N ] when L(λi) = L(µi). This can then be verified by
induction on length, where we use the fact that for two edges e, f of the same color i
and source [µ], we have that L(e) = L(f) implies e = f .

Proposition 9.7. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N . If Λ∗ is sofic then it coincides with the
labeled path space of its follower set graph (Λ,L). Conversely if Λ∗ coincides with the
labeled path space of a finite labeled higher rank graph then it is sofic.

Proof. First suppose that Λ∗ is sofic and let (Λ,L) be its follower set graph of Λ∗.
We need to show that Λ∗ coincides with the labeled path space L(Λ). It is clear that
if µ ∈ Λ∗ then it defines a path x from [∅] to [µ] so that L(x) = µ. For the other
inclusion, let x ∈ Λ. If s(x) = [ν] then by construction we get that r(x) = [L(x) ∗ ν].
Hence L(x) ∗ ν ∈ Λ∗ and so we obtain L(x) ∈ Λ∗.

Suppose now that Λ∗ comes from a labeled higher N -rank graph (Λ,L) with finite
vertices. We show that Ω = Λ∗/ ∼ is finite. To this end let µ ∈ Λ∗ = L(E•) and take
all paths representing µ. Each one can be uniquely written as x = x1 · · ·xN with xi
composed only of edges from Ei. Let

Cµ := {r(x) | L(x) = µ}.
Then {w | w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗} contains all the labeled paths starting at some vertex in Cµ.

Therefore if [µ] 6= [ν] then Cµ 6= Cν . Thus the cardinality of Ω is at most 2|V |, and
hence finite.

Example 9.8. Referring to the FL Λ∗ in Example 9.3 given by

Λ∗ = {(0n, 0m), (0k10l, 0m), (0n, 0k10l) | n,m, k, l ∈ Z+},
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the follower set graph is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Follower set graph for Example 9.3.

9.1. Higher rank subshifts. Next, we describe FL’s that come from subshifts. This
follows similarly to the rank one case [36], and we omit the details. In short, fix the
symbol set Σ = {1, . . . , d} and create the full N -rank shift

AN :=
∏
l∈[N ]

ΣZ = ΣZ × · · · × ΣZ

as the product of the full rank one shifts. For x ∈ AN we write xi ∈ ΣZ for the i-th
coordinate and define the higher rank block

x[n,m] := (x1,[n1,m1], . . . , xN,[nN ,mN ]) ∈ (Fd+)N

whenever n ≤ m. A word w ∈ (Fd+)N appears in x ∈ AN if wi appears in xi for every
i ∈ [N ].

Definition 9.9. Let F be a set of words in (Fd+)N . The subshift XF is defined by

XF := {x ∈ AN | no w ∈ F appears in x}.
We write

B(XF) := {w ∈ (Fd+)N | ∃x ∈ XF such that w appears in w}
for the language of a subshift XF .

When XF 6= ∅ it is clear that B(XF) is an FL that satisfies the property: for all
i ∈ [N ] and µ ∈ B(XF) there are δi(k), δi(`) ∈ B(XF) such that δi(k)∗µ∗δi(`) ∈ B(XF ).

Conversely, every F ⊆ (Fd+)N defines an FL Λ∗F . Then Λ∗F is the language of XF if and
only if Λ∗F satisfies the aforementioned property.

Example 9.10. Example 9.3 is an FL of a higher rank subshift. Indeed, we may
always append (0, ∅) or (∅, 0) on either side of a word.

As in the rank one case, there exists an equivalent characterization of higher rank
subshifts. Recall that ΣZ is a compact metrizable space and thus so is AN . We use the
left shift σ on ΣZ to define shifts on AN along any of the directions, i.e.

(σi(x))j :=

{
σ(xi) if j = i,

xi if j 6= i.

We will call the collection σ := {σ1, . . . , σN} the full multi-shift on AN . It can be
shown that X ⊆ AN is a subshift if and only if X is compact and X = σi(X) for
all i ∈ [N ]. The proof follows the same lines as in [36, Theorem 6.1.21]. Hence, we
will often just write X for a subshift without always specifying the underlying set of
forbidden words F .
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9.2. Encoding languages. Our next goal is to prescribe operators that encode an
FL, given by appending words. This is the multivariable analogue of what is done in
[37, 52]. For µ ∈ (Fd+)N let the operator Tµ ∈ B(`2(Λ∗)) be given by

Tµew :=

{
eµ∗w if µ ∗ w ∈ Λ∗,

0 otherwise.

The mapping T : (Fd+)N → B(`2(Λ∗)) defines a semigroup homomorphism such that
Tµ = 0 if and only if µ /∈ Λ∗. In particular every Tµ is a partial isometry with

T ∗µTµ = span{ew | µ ∗ w ∈ Λ∗} and TµT
∗
µ = span{ew | µ ≤ w,w ∈ Λ∗}.

Consequently every T ∗µTµ commutes with every T ∗ν Tν and every TνT
∗
ν . In fact T : Λ∗ →

B(`2(Λ∗)) is Nica-covariant in the sense that

TµT
∗
µTνT

∗
ν =

{
Tµ∨νT

∗
µ∨ν if µ ∨ ν ∈ Λ∗,

0 otherwise.

Although Λ∗ is not a semigroup, the relation above resembles the Nica-covariance of
[43], whenever multiplication is still within Λ∗. It is clear that the partial isometries
Tδi(k) and Tδj(`) may fail to have orthogonal ranges when i 6= j, as δi(k) ∨ δj(`) =
δi(k) ∗ δj(`) may be in Λ∗.

Definition 9.11. Let Λ∗ be an FL. Then its C*-algebra of checkers A is the unital
commutative AF-algebra generated by the projections T ∗µTµ with µ ∈ Λ∗, i.e., A =⋃
nAn for

An := C∗(T ∗µTµ | |µ| ≤ n).

Since every Tδi(k)T
∗
δi(k) commutes with A we can define the (non-unital) ∗-endomor-

phisms of A
αδi(k) : A→ A : a 7→ T ∗δi(k)aTδi(k)

By iterating we obtain a partial anti-homomorphism α : Λ∗ → End(A), so that the
identity aTµ = Tµαµ(a) is satisfied for all a ∈ A and µ ∈ Λ∗. We call this partial

anti-homomorphism α : Λ∗ → End(A) the quantized dynamics of Λ∗.

Proposition 9.12. Let Λ∗ be an FL, and let Ω = Λ∗/ ∼ and Ωn = Λ∗/ ∼n for n ∈ ZN+ .
Then An ' C(Ωn) for every n ∈ ZN+ , so that A ' C(Ω). Consequently, we have that

(i) Λ∗ is sofic if and only if there is an m ∈ ZN+ such that A = An for all n ≥ m.
(ii) Every αw ∈ End(A) induces a partially defined map ϕw on Ω by ϕw([µ]) =

[w ∗ µ], with domain {[µ] | w ∗ µ ∈ Λ∗}.

Proof. Suppose that {µ
1
, . . . , µ

M
} is the set of words in Λ∗ with length less than or

equal to n. Then An is the linear span of its minimal projections, given by

r∏
i=1

T ∗µ
σ(i)
Tµ

σ(i)
·

M∏
j=r+1

(I − T ∗µ
σ(j)
Tµ

σ(j)
)

for permutations σ ∈ SM and r ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. A partition of {µ
1
, . . . , µ

M
} into

two disjoint sets {µ
σ(1)

, . . . , µ
σ(r)
} and {µ

σ(r+1)
, . . . , µ

σ(M)
} defines a unique [ν]n =

{µσ(1), ..., µσ(r)}. Then the map ϕn sending a minimal projection to the characteristic
function on this [ν]n gives the required ∗-isomorphism from An onto C(Ωn). For the
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second part, let γn,n+m : C(Ωn)→ C(Ωn+m) be the induced map from ϑn+m,n : Ωn+m →
Ωn. We have to show that the diagram

An
id //

ϕn

��

An+m

ϕn+m

��
C(Ωn)

γn,n+m // C(Ωn+m)

is commutative. On the one hand notice that γn,n+m maps χ[ν]n to the characteristic
function on the set {[w]n+m | [w]n = [ν]n}. Suppose without loss of generality that
σ = id so that

ϕ−1
n (χ[ν]n) =

r∏
i=1

T ∗µ
i
Tµ

i
·

M∏
j=r+1

(I − T ∗µ
j
Tµ

j
) =: a.

Then a as an element in An+m is written as a linear sum of minimal projections over
words of length n + m. Suppose that {µ′

1
, . . . , µ′

M ′} is this set. Then the minimal
projections in this linear combination of a must satisfy T ∗µ′

s
Tµ′

s
≤ T ∗µ

i
Tµ

i
for all i =

1, . . . , r and T ∗µ′
s
Tµ

s
≥ T ∗µ

j
Tµ

j
for all j = r + 1, . . . ,M . This shows that the element a

is written as the sum of the characteristic functions on [w]n+m with [w]n = [ν]n.

Remark 9.13. In the sofic case, the duality between (Ω, ϕ) and (A,α) is given from
the follower set graph. First of all there is a bijection between the minimal projections
of A and the vertices of the follower set graph (Λ,L). Hence, if pv corresponds to a
vertex v in Λ and µ ∈ Λ is a path in (Λ,L), then

αL(µ)(pv) =
∑ ⊕{ps(ν) | r(ν) = v and L(ν) = L(µ)}.

Moreover T ∗µTµ is the sum of all the minimal projections pv such that v = s(µ) for any

µ satisfying L(µ) = µ.

9.3. Product system construction. By using the Nica-covariance of T and the al-
gebra of checkers A we can write

C∗(T ) = span{Tµ a T ∗ν | a ∈ A, µ, ν ∈ Λ∗}.

The use of A is necessary so as to obtain this special form of C∗(T ). More precisely,
the linear span of the monomials TµT

∗
ν is not large enough to form an algebra that

densely spans C∗(T ). Nevertheless this form of C∗(T ) allows us to identify a product
system related to Λ∗. For every i ∈ [N ] we define concretely the C*-correspondence

Xi(Λ
∗) := span{Tδi(k)a | a ∈ A, δi(k) ∈ Λ∗, k ∈ [d]}

with the inner product and bimobule structure given by

〈ξ, η〉 := ξ∗η and φi(a)ξ · b := aξb for all ξ, η ∈ Xi(Λ
∗), a, b ∈ A.

Since all Xi(Λ
∗) are concretely defined in B(`2(Λ∗)) we derive

Xi(Λ
∗)⊗A Xj(Λ

∗) ∼= [Xi(Λ∗) ·Xj(Λ∗)].

However we have that

Tδi(k)aTδj(l)b = Tδj(l)Tδi(k)αδj(l)(a)b ∈ [Xj(Λ∗) ·Xi(Λ∗)].
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Since A is unital, and by symmetry, we get [Xi(Λ∗) ·Xj(Λ∗)] = [Xj(Λ∗) ·Xi(Λ∗)], which
coincides with the closed linear span of {Tδi(k)∗δj(l)a | a ∈ A}. The latter follows from
the equality

Tδi(k)∗δj(l)a = Tδi(k)T
∗
δi(k)Tδi(k)Tδj(l)a = Tδi(k)1ATδj(l)a ∈ Xi(Λ

∗) ·Xj(Λ
∗),

as A is unital and Tδi(k) is a partial isometry. By iterating, it is easy to verify the
following proposition.

Proposition 9.14. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N . Then the family

Xn(Λ∗) := span{Tµa | a ∈ A, µ ∈ Λ∗, |µ| = n}

defines a product system X(Λ∗) with the unitary equivalences given by

Xn(Λ∗)⊗A Xm(Λ∗) ∼= [Xn(Λ∗) ·Xm(Λ∗)].

Moreover the Nica-covariant representations (π, t) of X(Λ∗) are in bijection with pairs
(π, V ) such that:

(i) V : Λ∗ → B(H) is a Nica-covariant representation for Λ∗, in the sense that

VµV
∗
µ VνV

∗
ν =

{
Vµ∨νV

∗
µ∨ν if µ ∨ ν ∈ Λ∗,

0 otherwise,

(ii) π(a)Vδi(k) = Vδi(k)παδi(k)(a) for all (i, k) ∈ [N ]× [d] and a ∈ A,
(iii) V ∗δi(k)Vδi(l) = δk,lπ(T ∗δi(k)Tδi(k)) for all i ∈ [N ] and k, l ∈ [d].

The bijection is given via the equation t(Tµ) = Vµ.

Henceforth we will write NT (Λ∗) and NO(Λ∗) for the Nica-Toeplitz-Pimsner and
the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras of X(Λ∗), respectively. It is clear that (id, T ) is a
Nica-covariant representation for X(Λ∗) such that C∗(id, T ) = C∗(T ). However this
particular representation may not be faithful when induced on NT (Λ∗).

9.4. The IF -ideals of X(Λ∗). Now that we have constructed the algebras associated
to Λ∗, we wish to understand the ideals of relations. Note first that the left action on
X(Λ∗) is by compacts. Indeed a straightforward computation yields

φi(a) =
∑
k∈[d]

θXi
ξk,ηk

for ξk = Tδi(k)αδi(k)(a) and ηk = Tδi(k).

Hence, it is easy to verify the following proposition for the ideals of solutions.

Proposition 9.15. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N and let ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]. Then we have⋂
i∈F

kerφi =
⋂
{kerαδi(k) | i ∈ F, k ∈ [d]} and IF =

⋂
{α−1

µ (JF ) | suppµ ⊥ F}.

Let (π, t) be a Nica-covariant representation of X(Λ∗) associated to a Nica-covariant
representation (π, V ) of Λ∗. Due to the product system construction and equation
(3.1), we get that

pi =
∑
k∈[d]

Vδi(k)V
∗
δi(k) ∈ π(A)′.

To make a distinction we write Pi for the projections induced by (id, T ). Consequently

I − Pi = I −
∑
k∈[d]

Tδi(k)T
∗
δi(k)
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is the projection on span{eµ | µ ∈ Λ∗, µi = ∅}. Recall our notation in Subsection 5.2,

so that QF =
∏

i∈F (I − Pi). It follows that QF ∈ A′ ∩ C∗(T ) and that Q[N ] is the
projection Q∅ on e∅. As the product system is built in a way that reflects the algebraic
relations in C∗(T ) there is a connection between QF and

⋂
i∈F kerφi.

Proposition 9.16. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N and let F ⊆ [N ]. Then⋂
i∈F

kerφi = {a ∈ A | a = aQF} and {a ∈ A | aQF = 0} ⊆ IF .

Hence, QF ∈ A if and only if IF = A(I −QF ).

Proof. Let a ∈
⋂
i∈F kerφi and i ∈ F . Then aTδi(k) = Tδi(k)αδi(k)(a) = 0 for every

k ∈ [d], and therefore

a(I − Pi) = a(I −
∑
k∈[d]

Tδi(k)T
∗
δi(k)) = a.

As this holds for every i ∈ F we get that aQF = a. Conversely if aQF = a then

αδi(k)(a) = T ∗δi(k)aTδi(k) = T ∗δi(k)aQFTδi(k) = T ∗δi(k)aQF (I − Pi)Tδi(k) = 0

for all (i, k) ∈ F × [d], which shows that a ∈
⋂
i∈F kerφi. For the second inclusion let

a ∈ A such that aQF = 0 and let b ∈
⋂
i∈F kerφi. Then b = bQF and so

ab = abQF = aQF b = 0,

which gives that a ∈ JF . Moreover, if µ has support perpendicular to F then it follows
that QFTµ = TµQF . Thus, if aQF = 0, then

αµ(a)QF = T ∗µaQFTµ = 0,

and as above we get αµ(a) ∈ JF when suppµ ⊥ F . Therefore we have that a ∈ IF .

For the last item, if QF ∈ A then
⋂
i∈F kerφi = A · QF . From this it follows that

JF = A(I − QF ) which is αµ-invariant when µ ⊥ F . Hence IF = A(I − QF ). The
converse follows since A is unital.

When Λ∗ is rank one then there is a dichotomy on kerφ: either kerφ = CQ∅ or
kerφ = (0) [27]. In fact it is shown in [27] that Q∅ ∈ A if and only if for every k ∈ [d]
there is a µk such that µkk /∈ Λ∗. However this dichotomy no longer holds in the higher
rank context. There may be elements in

⋂
i∈F kerφi that are not scalar multiples of

the products of all

T ∗µ(i,k)Tµ(i,k) such that if (i, k) ∈ F × [d] then µ(i, k) ∈ Λ∗ while µ(i, k) ∗ δi(k) /∈ Λ∗,

even when such words exist. Moreover in Example 9.18 we will see that it is possible
to have

⋂
i∈F kerφi 6= (0) for F 6= [N ] but

⋂
i∈[N ] kerφi = (0). On the positive side we

have the following proposition. It shows that a dichotomy holds for F = [N ].

Proposition 9.17. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N and fix ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]. Then the following
are equivalent:

(i) There exists an a ∈
⋂
i∈F kerφi such that aQF c 6= 0.

(ii) There exists an a ∈ A such that aQF c = Q∅.
(iii) For every δi(k) ∈ Λ∗ with (i, k) ∈ F × [d] there exists µ ∈ Λ∗ such that

µ ∗ δi(k) /∈ Λ∗.

If F = [N ] then item (iii) above is equivalent to:

(iv)
⋂
i∈[N ] kerφi = CQ∅.
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(v)
⋂
i∈[N ] kerφi 6= (0).

(vi) Q∅ ∈ A.

Proof. [(i) ⇒ (ii)]: Without loss of generality we may assume that there exists an
n ∈ Z+ such that a ∈

⋂
i∈F kerφi ∩ An·1. Write {Qm}m for the minimal projections of

An·1 given by products of T ∗µTµ and I − T ∗ν Tν for |µ|, |ν| ≤ n · 1. We reserve Q0 for

the product of all the T ∗µTµ with |µ| ≤ n · 1. Thus we can write a =
∑

m λmQm. Since

Q∅ ≤ T ∗ν Tν for all ν ∈ Λ∗ then Q∅Qm = 0 for all m 6= 0, and Q∅Q0 = Q∅. Proposition
9.16 gives that a = aQF and so

0 6= aQF c = aQFQF c = aQ∅ =
∑
m

λmQmQ∅ = λ0Q∅.

Hence λ0 6= 0 and Q∅ = (λ−1
0 a)QF c .

[(ii) ⇒ (iii)]: Suppose there exists an a ∈ A with Q∅ = aQF c . Then aQ∅ = aQF cQ∅ =
Q∅. Let aκ ∈ An·1 converge to a, and so limκ aκQ∅ = aQ∅ = Q∅. By using a decom-
position of each aκ with respect to the minimal projections in An·1, we find that the
0-coefficients λκQ0 tend in norm to Q∅. Consequently we have that

1 = ‖Q∅e∅‖ = lim
κ
‖λκQ0e∅‖ = lim

κ
|λκ|.

If there were a δi(k) ∈ Λ∗ such that µ ∗ δi(k) ∈ Λ∗ for all µ ∈ Λ∗, then Q0eδi(k) = eδi(k).
Hence we would derive the contradiction

0 = ‖Q∅eδi(k)‖ = lim
κ
‖λκQ0eδi(k)‖ = lim

κ
|λκ|.

[(iii) ⇒ (i)]: For (i, k) ∈ F × [d], let µ(i, k) ∈ Λ∗ such that µ(i, k) ∗ δi(k) /∈ Λ∗. Then
the element

(9.1) a =
∏

(i,k)∈F×[d]

T ∗µ(i,k)Tµ(i,k)

satisfies item (i). Indeed notice that aQF c = Q∅, since aeδi(k) = 0 for all (i, k) ∈ F × [d].
[(iii)⇔ (iv)⇔ (v)⇔ (vi)]: These equivalences follow by applying the same arguments
with the identity I in the place of QF c to show that Q∅ ∈ A, so that Proposition 9.16
finishes the proof.

Example 9.18. Let Λ∗ ⊆ F3
+×F3

+ on three symbols {0, 1, 2} defined by the forbidden
words

F = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (0, 2), (∅, 02)}.
We claim that the element

a := T ∗(∅,1)T(∅,1) · T ∗(∅,2)T(∅,2) · (I − T ∗(∅,0)T(∅,0))

is a non-trivial element in kerφ1. First notice that

T ∗(∅,1)T(∅,1)e(∅,2) = T ∗(∅,2)T(∅,2)e(∅,2) = (I − T ∗(∅,0)T(∅,0))e(∅,2) = e(∅,2)

and thus a 6= 0. Since (1, 1) /∈ Λ∗ we have that

T ∗(∅,1)T(∅,1)T(1,∅)e(µ,ν) = 0 for all (µ, ν) ∈ Λ∗.

Therefore T ∗(∅,1)T(∅,1) is in kerαδ1(1). Similarly we obtain that T ∗(∅,2)T(∅,2) is in kerαδ1(2).

By construction of the forbidden set we also have that (0µ, ν) ∈ Λ∗ if and only if
(0µ, 0ν) ∈ Λ∗. Indeed if (0µ, ν) ∈ Λ∗ then 2 /∈ ν. If (0µ, 0ν) /∈ Λ∗ then there should
be a forbidden word (0µ′, 0ν ′) in (0µ, 0ν); this can only happen if 2 ∈ ν ′ giving the
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contradiction 2 ∈ ν. Conversely if (0µ, 0ν) ∈ Λ∗ then its subword (0µ, ν) is also in Λ∗.
Therefore we have that

T ∗(∅,0)T(∅,0)T(0,∅)e(µ,ν) =

{
e(0µ,ν) if (0µ, 0ν) ∈ Λ∗ and (0µ, ν) ∈ Λ∗,

0 otherwise,

=

{
e(0µ,ν) if (0µ, ν) ∈ Λ∗,

0 otherwise,

= T(0,∅)e(µ,ν)

which shows that I − T ∗(∅,0)T(∅,0) ∈ kerαδ1(0). Thus, we have that a ∈ ∩2
j=0 kerαδ1(j) =

kerφ1. Note here that aQ{2} = 0. Indeed, since

aQ{2} = a(I − P2) = a(I −
2∑
j=0

Tδ2(j)T
∗
δ2(j))

we see that Q{2}e(µ,ν) 6= 0 forces ν = ∅. Then I − T ∗(∅,0)T(∅,0)e(µ,∅) = 0 for every µ ∈ F3
+,

so that aQ{2} = 0 (Compare this with item (i) of Proposition 9.17).
At the same time we have I[2] = A since kerφ1∩kerφ2 = (0). Indeed, by Proposition

9.17 it will suffice to show there’s no word (µ, ν) ∈ Λ∗ such that (µ, ν) ∗ (∅, 0) /∈ Λ∗.
However, it is clear from the definition of forbidden words that (µ, ν0) /∈ Λ∗ if and only
if (µ, ν) /∈ Λ∗, and we are done.

9.5. Consequences of the GIUT. In the rank one case, the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
O(Λ∗) is only one of the extremes of C∗(T ) and C∗(T )/K. However this is no longer
true in more directions. In fact we have to consider a larger ideal than the compacts.
To this end let IQ be the ideal in C∗(T ) generated by the QF , i.e.

IQ := 〈QF | ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]〉 .
Proposition 5.5 implies that IQ contains K(id, T ), as well as the compacts K =

〈
Q∅
〉
.

For the latter notice that TνQ∅T
∗
µ is the rank one operator eµ 7→ eν . Thus there is

a canonical ∗-epimorphism NO(Λ∗) → C∗(T )/IQ. On the other hand Corollary 5.6
asserts that C∗(T ) lies above NO(Λ∗) (as trivially A ↪→ C∗(T )). Consequently we have
the following canonical ∗-epimorphisms

NT (Λ∗)→ C∗(T )→ NO(Λ∗)→ C∗(T )/IQ.

First we ask when is it possible for NO(Λ∗) to coincide with C∗(T ) or with C∗(T )/IQ,
and secondly if NO(Λ∗) can take values “in-between”. We answer these questions in
the following three applications of the GIUT.

Corollary 9.19. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N . Then the following are equivalent:

(i) the canonical ∗-epimorphism NO(Λ∗)→ C∗(T )/IQ is injective;
(ii) IF = A for all ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ].

Proof. Fix q : C∗(T ) → C∗(T )/IQ. If item (i) holds then q|A is injective as it factors
through A ↪→ NO(Λ∗). Moreover q(a)q(QF ) = 0 for all a ∈ A since q(QF ) = 0. It
then follows from Proposition 3.4 that A ⊆ IF . Conversely if item (ii) holds then
IQ = K(id, T ) so that if a ∈ K(id, T ) ∩ A, we would have that a = 0 by Corollary 5.6.
Thus, A embeds in C∗(T )/IQ, and the GIUT yields NO(Λ∗) ' C∗(T )/IQ.

Corollary 9.20. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N . Then the following are equivalent:

(i) the canonical ∗-epimorphism C∗(T )→ NO(Λ∗) is injective;
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(ii) IF = {a ∈ A | aQF = 0} for all ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ].

Proof. Suppose that item (i) holds and fix F ⊆ [N ]. Then (id, T ) is a CNP-repre-
sentation and so aQF = 0 for all a ∈ IF . Proposition 9.16 implies that IF = {a ∈ A |
aQF = 0}. Conversely, if item (ii) holds then (id, T ) defines a CNP-representation for
Λ∗. Since A ⊆ C∗(T ), then the GIUT implies that C∗(T ) ' NO(Λ∗).

Next we determine the form of NO(Λ∗) when Λ∗ is a product of rank one languages,
as the tensor product of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras. Recall that the Pimsner algebras of
rank one languages are nuclear [30, 27] and so all tensor products can be taken to be
minimal. For an FL Λ∗ in (Fd+)N , denote by Λ∗i its projection at the i-th coordinate, so
that Λ∗ ⊆ Λ∗1×· · ·×Λ∗N . To make a distinction suppose that C∗(Λ∗i ) = C∗(ti,k | k ∈ [d])
and define

t̂i,k = I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I ⊗ ti,k︸︷︷︸
i-th position

⊗I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I ∈ C∗(Λ∗1)⊗ · · · ⊗ C∗(Λ∗N).

Then we may define the correspondence

NO(Λ∗) 3 Vδi(k) → t̂i,k ∈ C∗(t1,k | k ∈ [d])⊗ · · · ⊗ C∗(tN,k | k ∈ [d]).

Moreover there is a canonical ∗-epimorphism

Φ: C∗(t1,k | k ∈ [d])⊗ · · · ⊗ C∗(tN,k | k ∈ [d])→ O(Λ∗1)⊗ · · · ⊗ O(Λ∗N)

implementing the correspondence

(9.2) NO(Λ∗) 3 Vδi(k) → Φ(t̂i,k) ∈ O(Λ∗1)⊗ · · · ⊗ O(Λ∗N).

Corollary 9.21. Let Λ∗ be an FL in (Fd+)N and let Λ∗1, . . . ,Λ
∗
N be its projections.

Then the bijection in equation (9.2) induces a ∗-isomorphism between NO(Λ∗) and
O(Λ∗1)⊗ · · · ⊗ O(Λ∗N) if and only if Λ∗ = Λ∗1 × · · · × Λ∗N .

Proof. First suppose that Λ∗ = Λ∗1 × · · · ×Λ∗N so that C∗(T ) = C∗(t1)⊗ · · · ⊗C∗(tN).
To fix notation write {αi,k}k∈[d] for the quantized dynamics on Ai and note that A =
A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ AN . For i ∈ [N ] we then have

αδi(k) = id⊗ · · · ⊗ id⊗ αi,k︸︷︷︸
i-th position

⊗id⊗ · · · ⊗ id.

Since the Ai are commutative we get

kerαδi(k) = A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ai−1 ⊗ kerαi,k ⊗ Ai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ AN .

Without loss of generality, up to rearranging terms, there’s an ` ∈ [N ] such that

kerφi =
⋂
k∈[d]

kerαi,k 6= (0) for i ≤ ` and kerφi =
⋂
k∈[d]

kerαi,k = (0) for i ≥ `+ 1.

Then by [27, Theorem 6.1] we derive that

O(Λ∗i ) =

{
C∗(ti,k | k ∈ [d]) if i ≤ `,

C∗(ti,k | k ∈ [d])/K if i ≥ `+ 1.

We also fix the notation

q∅,i = I −
∑
k∈[d]

ti,kt
∗
i,k ∈ Ai for i ≤ `.
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Then we have to show that

NO(Λ∗) ' C∗(t1)⊗ C∗(t`)⊗ C∗(t`+1)/K ⊗ · · · ⊗ C∗(tN)/K.

Take the quotient map

Φ: C∗(T )→ C∗(t1)⊗ C∗(t`)⊗ C∗(t`+1)/K ⊗ · · · ⊗ C∗(tN)/K.

As (id, T ) forms a Nica-Pimsner representation that admits a gauge action then so
does (Φ|A,ΦT ). In particular Φ|A is faithful as the tensor product of injective repre-
sentations. It suffices to show that Φ(a)Φ(QF ) = 0 for all a ∈ IF , and then the GIUT
finishes the proof. First suppose that F ⊆ {1, . . . , `} and without loss of generality
assume that F = {1, . . . ,m} for m ≤ `. Then by definition we have

QF = q∅,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ q∅,m ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I

and thus QF ∈ A. Hence Proposition 9.16 gives that IF = A(I −QF ). Thus if a ∈ IF
then

Φ(a)Φ(QF ) = Φ(a(I −QF ))Φ(QF ) = 0.

On the other hand suppose that F contains an element from {`+1, . . . , N} and without
loss of generality suppose that N ∈ F . It then follows that

⋂
k∈[d] kerαδN (k) = (0) and

so
⋂
i∈F kerφi = (0). Hence IF = A. At the same time we have that q∅,N ∈ K

and thus Φ(I − PN) = 0. Therefore Φ(QF ) = Φ(QF )ΦF (I − PN) = 0, and trivially
Φ(a)Φ(QF ) = 0 for all a ∈ A = IF .

Conversely, suppose that the correspondence of equation (9.2) extends to a ∗-isomor-
phism. Then for µ = (µ1, . . . , µN) ∈ (Fd+)N we have that:

µ ∈ Λ∗ ⇐⇒ V ∗µ Vµ 6= 0 ⇐⇒ Φ(t∗µ1tµ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ t
∗
µN
tµN ) 6= 0.

However Φ is injective on A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗AN and thus the above is equivalent to t∗µitµi 6= 0
for all i ∈ [N ], which holds if and only if µi ∈ Λ∗i for all i ∈ [N ]. Thus Λ∗ coincides
with Λ∗1 × · · · × Λ∗N .

Now let us examine the sofic case further. Henceforth, let Λ∗ be a sofic FL and
denote by (Λ,L) its higher rank follower set graph as in Definition 9.6. That is, Λ is
the ambient higher rank graph and L is the labeling. By Remark 9.13 there is a one-
to-one correspondence v 7→ pv between the vertices of Λ and the minimal projections
in the algebra A of the checkers. We wish to connect NO(Λ∗) with C∗(Λ). To allow
comparisons we will denote by IF (Λ∗) the ideals of solutions for X(Λ∗).

Proposition 9.22. Let Λ∗ be a sofic FL and let (Λ,L) be its higher rank follower
set graph. Let ∅ 6= F ⊆ [N ]. If a vertex v of Λ is F -tracing then its corresponding
projection pv is in IF (Λ∗).

Proof. Since v is F -tracing then there is an i ∈ F and an edge (e, i, k) with r(e) = v.
By construction αδi(k)(pv) ≥ ps(e) 6= 0 showing that pv /∈

⋂
i∈F kerφi. Since A is discrete

we get that pv ∈ JF (Λ∗).
Now take λ ∈ Λ such that d(λ) ⊥ F and apply αL(λ) on pv. If c = αL(λ)(pv) 6= 0

then it corresponds to the sum of ps(ν) for the paths ν ending at v with L(ν) = L(λ).
For such a ν we get that d(ν) = d(λ) and thus d(ν) ⊥ F as well. As v is F -tracing,
the vertex s(ν) must receive an edge (f, i, k) for some i ∈ F . The comments above
show that ps(ν) ∈ JF (Λ∗). As this holds for all ν we get that c ∈ JF (Λ∗) and thus
pv ∈ IF (Λ∗).
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We now arrive at the conclusion of this section which connects C*-algebras of higher
rank graphs with those of FL’s through the follower set graph construction. This result
is in analogy with [6] and [27] for the single variable case.

Theorem 9.23. Let Λ∗ be a sofic FL and let (Λ,L) be its follower set graph. Then
there is a canonical ∗-isomorphism between NO(Λ∗) and C∗(Λ).

Proof. Since the follower set graph is row-finite its Cuntz-Krieger Λ-families coin-
cide with the CNP-representations. Let (π, V ) correspond to a CNP-representation of
X(Λ∗). We define the family of operators {tλ | λ ∈ Λ} by

tλ :=

{
π(pv) if λ = v is a vertex,

VL(λ)π(ps(λ)) otherwise.

Since A is generated by the minimal projections π(pv) (and they add up to the identity)
we get that

C∗(π, V ) = C∗(Vµ, π(pv) | µ ∈ Λ∗, v ∈ Λ0) = C∗(tλ | λ ∈ Λ).

It suffices to show that {tλ | λ ∈ Λ} is a Cuntz-Krieger Λ-family. Then Theorem 8.6
applies to give the ∗-isomorphism between NO(Λ∗) and C∗(Λ).

It is clear that {tv | v ∈ Λ0} is a set of pairwise disjoint projections. For (HR), let
λ, µ ∈ Λ such that r(µ) = s(λ) and compute

tλtµ = VL(λ)π(ps(λ))VL(µ)π(ps(µ)) = VL(λ)∗L(µ)π(αL(µ)(ps(λ))ps(µ)) = VL(λµ)π(ps(λµ)) = tλµ,

where we used that αL(µ)(ps(λ)) ≥ ps(µ) and s(λµ) = s(µ). For (NC), let λ, µ ∈ Λ and
consider two cases. If L(λ)∨L(µ) =∞ then Λmin(λ, µ) = ∅. Therefore in this case we
get

t∗λtµ = ps(λ)V
∗
L(λ)VL(µ)ps(µ) = 0.

Now suppose that L(λ) ∨ L(µ) <∞ and let paths x, y in Λ such that

L(λ) ∗ L(x) = L(λ) ∨ L(µ) = L(µ) ∗ L(y).

At this point we do not claim that λx or µy exist. We can use Nica-covariance of V to
deduce that

V ∗L(λ)VL(µ) = V ∗L(λ)VL(λ)V
∗
L(λ)VL(µ)V

∗
L(µ)VL(µ) = V ∗L(λ)VL(λ)∨L(µ)V

∗
L(λ)∨L(µ)VL(µ)

= π(T ∗L(λ)TL(λ))VL(x)V
∗
L(y)π(T ∗L(µ)TL(µ)) = VL(x)π(a)V ∗L(y)

Where the last equality uses commutation up to applying α, for

a := αL(x)(T
∗
L(λ)TL(λ)) = T ∗L(λ)∨L(µ)TL(λ)∨L(µ) = αL(y)(T

∗
L(µ)TL(µ)).

We thus get that

t∗λtµ = π(ps(λ))VL(x)π(a)V ∗L(y)π(ps(µ)) = VL(x)π(αL(x)(ps(λ)) · a · αL(y)(ps(µ)))V
∗
L(y).

By construction we have

αL(x)(ps(λ)) · a · αL(y)(ps(µ)) =

=
∑ ⊕{ps(ν1)ps(ν)ps(ν2) | ν1, ν2, ν ∈ Λ such that

r(ν1) = s(λ), r(ν2) = s(µ), and

L(ν1) = L(x),L(ν2) = L(y),L(ν) = L(λ) ∨ L(µ)}

Clearly ps(ν1)ps(ν)ps(ν2) is non-zero exactly when s(ν1) = s(ν) = s(ν2).
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Now there are two cases. First suppose that Λmin(λ, µ) = ∅. As (Λ,L) is source-
resolving, if s(ν1) = s(ν) = s(ν2) then we must have that ν = λν1 = µν2 and hence
(ν1, ν2) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ) which is a contradiction. Thus, all the summands above are zero
giving that tλt

∗
µ = 0 as required.

Now suppose that Λmin(λ, µ) 6= ∅. Then there are ν1, ν2, ν ∈ Λ such that s(ν1) =
s(ν) = s(ν2). Again since (Λ,L) is source-resolving, we must have that ν = λν1 = µν2

with (ν1, ν2) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ). Indeed, we have that

L(λ) ∗ L(ν1) = L(λ) ∗ L(x) = L(λ) ∨ L(µ) = L(ν)

and likewise for L(µ) ∗ L(ν2). As the degree of a path agrees with the multilength of
its labeling, we have that (ν1, ν2) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ). Therefore we obtain that

t∗λtµ =
∑
ν1,ν2

{VL(x)ps(ν1)ps(ν2)V
∗
L(y) | L(ν1) = L(x), L(ν2) = L(y), (ν1, ν2) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ)}

=
∑
{tν1t∗ν2 | (ν1, ν2) ∈ Λmin(λ, µ)}

and thus (NC) is satisfied. Finally we show that the family satisfies (CK’) and then
Theorem 8.6 will conclude that {VL(λ)π(ps(λ)) | λ ∈ Λ} is a Cuntz-Krieger Λ-family. To
this end, by Proposition 9.22 it suffices to show that

(9.3)
∏
{tv − tµt∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi} = π(pv)

∏
i∈F

(I − pi)

for any F -tracing vertex v. Notice that∏
{tv − tµt∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi} = tv −

∑
{tµt∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi}.

Since pv commutes with pi we get

π(pv)
∏
i∈F

(I − pi) =
∏
i∈F

(π(pv)− π(pv)pi).

By construction we have that pi =
∑

k∈[d] Vδi(k)V
∗
δi(k) and so π(pv)pi 6= 0 if and only if

vΛi 6= ∅. Thus, we need to verify that∑
{tµt∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi} = π(pv)

∑
k∈[d]

Vδi(k)V
∗
δi(k)

for the i ∈ F such that vΛi 6= ∅, and then equation (9.3) will hold. However a
straightforward computation gives that∑

{tµt∗µ | µ ∈ vΛi} =
∑
k∈[d]

∑
{Vδi(k)π(ps(µ))V

∗
δi(k) | µ ∈ vΛi s.t. L(µ) = δi(k)}

=
∑
k∈[d]

Vδi(k)π(αδi(k)(pv))V
∗
δi(k) = π(pv)

∑
k∈[d]

Vδi(k)V
∗
δi(k),

and the proof is complete.

10. Future directions

A number of results in C*-correspondences rely on GIUT and now we have simpler
relations that we can use to pursue the higher rank analogues. Let us describe here
some problems that can follow in subsequent works.
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Question 10.1. Our setting has re-formulations in the context of other semigroups.
It is possible that an algebraic description of NO(X) for strong compactly product
systems may still be carried over by using a more general setting, such as in Sims–Yeend
[53]. The main difference with ZN+ is that for general P there may be no canonical
generators and thus no reduction to relations in terms of subsets of the 1-cube.

Question 10.2. In [31], Katsura uses his insight from [30] to characterize gauge in-
variant ideals of TX from ideals of the coefficient algebra A (see also [23] for gauge
invariant ideals inside the ideal of Katsura’s relations). It is plausible that such tech-
niques can be carried over to our setting. An important technique to try to generalize is
the tail adding technique used in [28, 10]. It was first established by Muhly-Tomforde
[42] and later extended by Kakariadis-Katsoulis [25]. This technique is useful for es-
tablishing Morita equivalence with C*-algebras associated to an injective system, which
then gives a correspondence between ideal lattices.

Question 10.3. The tensor algebra of Muhly-Solel [40] is the non-involutive algebra
generated by a C*-correspondence inside its Toeplitz-Pimsner algebra. Muhly-Solel
[41] have imported the notion of strong Morita equivalence to the context of C*-
correspondences. Under injectivity of the action, they have shown that it implies
strong Morita equivalence of their Pimsner and tensor algebras (in the sense of Blecher-
Muhly-Paulsen [5]) of the tensor algebras. The injectivity condition has been removed
by Eleftherakis-Kakariadis-Katsoulis [15] leading to strong Morita equivalence of the
tensor algebras in the stronger version of Eleftherakis [14]. These proofs depend on
the GIUT and may extend to the context of strong compactly aligned product systems.

Question 10.4. Taking motivation from Symbolic Dynamics, Muhly-Pask-Tomforde
[39] lift the notion of strong shift equivalence to the context of regular C*-correspon-
dences. By using the GIUT they show that SSE implies strong Morita equivalence
for the Cuntz-Pimsner algebras, but not for the Toeplitz-Pimsner algebras and tensor
algebras. Kakariadis-Katsoulis [26] extend this theory for shift equivalence. It is
natural to ask for the shift relations for product systems and then for the corresponding
results.

Question 10.5. A key point in [26] is the minimal extension of an injective C*-
correspondence to an essential imprimitivity bimodule. This was established in [25]
in a similar way as to how one gets the minimal automorphic extension of an injective
∗-endomorphism. Then it is shown in [26] that the shift relations are stable under this
extension. The direct limit process for dynamical systems has been used effectively in
[10] for C*-dynamical systems and expanding the theory to product systems would be
desirable.

Question 10.6. Now that a theory of higher-rank factorial languages and their alge-
bras has been developed, it is natural to ask for analogous results to those of Matsumoto
[38, 37], Matsumoto-Carlsen [8], and Kakariadis-Shalit [27]. For instance, one may
ask for classification up to isometric/bounded isomorphism of various nonselfadjoint
operator algebras associated to higher-rank factorial languages, and their relationship
to subproduct systems in the sense of Shalit-Solel [52].
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